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DISCLAIMER 
The views, opinions and/or findings contained in this report are those of the 
author and should not be construed as an official Department of the Air Force 
position, or decision, unless so designated by other official documentation.  Data 
shown are for demonstration purposes only and should not be considered 
representative of the actual condition of any Department of Defense test assets. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 This research developed a process to identify condition deficiencies and 
sustainment requirements to assist in the development of strategic management 
plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be unique in design, 
operation, and/or maintenance.    
 Subject matter experts can use the process to evaluate the condition of a 
test asset by inputting data into the developed software system.  The process 
was designed around the concept of evaluating the condition of a system against 
ten parameters that encompass all of the aspects of a system that would be 
considered in determining its overall condition.  A scale of zero (failed) to ten 
(new condition) is used to score both the current and the future (five years 
hence) state of the system.  A relative aggregate scores approach is used to 
assign an overall condition value.  Questions related to the forecasted workload 
of the facility and criticality of the asset in meeting the forecasted test programs 
provide a measure of the asset criticality and thereby assist management with 
project prioritization.  Four different types of condition data output reports are 
available to management teams.  
  The process was tested and internally validated by evaluating the 
condition of over three-hundred aerospace ground test assets.   
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION  
Problem Statement  
 This research will attempt to develop a process to identify condition 
deficiencies and sustainment requirements to assist in the development of 
strategic management plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be 
unique in design, operation, and/or maintenance.  The specific research 
questions that will be addressed are: 
1.  Who should perform condition assessments on aerospace ground test 
assets? 
2.  At what level in the asset hierarchy should assessments be 
conducted? 
3.  What parameters are important for measuring the condition of an asset 
with respect to sustainment? 
4.  What rating scale(s) should be used for condition assessment? 
5.  What additional information is necessary to understand condition, 
identify deficiencies, and plan infrastructure sustainment activities? 
6.  How should data input be accomplished and the data stored? 
7.  How should data output be presented? 
Background 
 The Department of Defense (DoD) Test and Evaluation infrastructure is 
confronted with many challenges today, including aging facilities and declining 
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budgets.  In this challenging environment, it is essential that government test 
centers like the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) develop 
methods for properly applying their limited resources in order to protect mission-
critical infrastructure.   
The Arnold Engineering Development Center is located at Arnold Air 
Force Base, Tennessee.  Originated in 1951, the AEDC is the most advanced 
and largest complex of flight simulation test facilities in the world.  As part of the 
Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC), the primary mission of the AEDC is to 
provide a national aerospace test complex to conduct preflight tests, engineering 
analyses, and technical evaluations for research, system development, and 
operational programs of the United States Air Force (USAF), DoD, other 
government agencies, industry, and allied partners.  The AEDC operates and 
maintains aerodynamic and propulsion wind tunnels, rocket motor and turbine 
engine test cells, space environmental chambers, arc heaters, ballistic ranges, 
and other specialized aerospace ground test units which simulate operational 
conditions.  Twenty-seven of the center's test units have capabilities unmatched 
elsewhere in the United States; fourteen are unique in the world.  
A committee of the National Research Council (NRC) Aeronautics and 
Space Engineering Board (ASEB) identified that "AEDC suffers from a situation 
common to many operators of major government facilities--insufficient allocations 
for a minimum level of maintenance and repair.  This low level of support risks 
expensive unplanned downtime due to equipment failures, especially when the 
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age of many of the principal facilities is considered."  (National Research Council, 
1992).  
The General Accounting Office (GAO) identified similar problems 
throughout the federal government physical property infrastructure.  
“Unfortunately, much of this vast and valuable asset portfolio presents significant 
management challenges and reflects an infrastructure based on the business 
model and technological environment of the 1950s.  Many assets are no longer 
effectively aligned with, or responsive to, agencies’ changing missions and are 
therefore no longer needed.  Furthermore, many assets are in an alarming state 
of deterioration; agencies have estimated restoration and repair needs to be in 
the tens of billions of dollars.  Compounding these problems are the lack of 
reliable governmentwide [sic] data for strategic asset management, a heavy 
reliance on costly leasing instead of ownership to meet new space needs, and 
the cost and challenge of protecting these assets against potential terrorism.” 
(General Accounting Office, 2003). 
 Assessing the condition of infrastructure to identify deficiencies and 
provide a basis for estimating required maintenance is a common practice 
throughout government, industry, and academia; and is called Facility (or 
Facilities) Condition Assessment (or Audit) (FCA).  This process is normally 
applied to the physical infrastructure (buildings, roads, grounds, utilities, etc.), 
and less commonly is applied to the assets used for mission fulfillment or 
revenue generation.   Because physical infrastructure have common design and 
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well-understood traits such as expected life, repair costs, etc.; FCA processes for 
physical infrastructure can be similar in design between different organizations.  
For example, the condition assessment and repair cost estimating process for 
bituminous roof systems can be standardized due to their common nature.  
However, creating a standard for assessing systems such as research 
equipment or aerospace ground test facilities that have unique designs, 
operating conditions, and maintenance requirements would be more difficult.  
 A majority of the test units and the supporting systems at the AEDC are 
approaching fifty-years old and many of the test systems are unique in design, 
operation, and/or maintenance.  As such, an informed and well-planned 
sustainment strategy is an important aspect of meeting current and future 
customer test requirements.  A strategic objective of the AEDC is to sustain the 
test infrastructure, and critical to developing a plan to meet this objective is 
understanding the current and potential future condition of the test systems. 
At the AEDC, an FCA process exists for the base's physical infrastructure; 
however, a process does not exist to evaluate the condition of the mission-critical 
test assets.  Therefore, there is a need for a process to identify condition 
deficiencies and sustainment requirements to assist in the development of 
strategic management plans for the aerospace ground test systems 
  Chapter II, "Literature Review", provides a review of industry, federal 
government, and AEDC processes for condition assessment.   
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The following sections present the results of a review of literature related 
to developing a process to identify condition deficiencies and sustainment 
requirements to assist in the development of strategic management plans for 
aerospace ground test systems that may be unique in design, operation, and/or 
maintenance.   
Condition Assessment in Asset Management 
 "Asset Management is a general term that is commonly utilized in finance, 
real estate, building space, resource allocation and a host of other areas to mean 
maximizing utilization and return on assets, primarily financial.  The term has 
been adopted by process, manufacturing, production, operating and service 
organizations to describe a concept of managing the lifetime utilization, 
operation, performance, and effectiveness of physical assets." (Mitchell, 2007).   
Physical assets in this context refer to both the equipment directly associated 
with revenue generation as well as the physical infrastructure (structures, water 
and electrical distribution systems, etc.). 
 Physical Asset Optimization is defined as:  "A comprehensive, fully 
integrated strategic program directed to safely gaining and sustaining greatest 
lifetime value, utilization, productivity, effectiveness, value, profitability and return 
on assets (ROA) from physical manufacturing, production, operating and 
infrastructure assets." (Mitchell, 2007).  With respect to asset management, 
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physical asset optimization is the specific program and processes to optimally 
manage the assets.  Key to this strategy is an objective of better decision making 
based upon quality information and well-defined objectives.  Therefore, asset 
management can be considered a strategic approach to managing all the 
physical assets within an organization.   
 Facilities management may be considered a subset of asset management.  
It focuses on managing the life cycle of real property, the buildings and other 
infrastructure, of the organization.  Facilities management is defined as: "an 
integrated approach to operating, maintaining, improving and adapting the 
buildings and infrastructure of an organisation [sic] in order to create and 
environment that strongly supports the primary objectives of that organisation 
[sic]".  (Atkin, 2005) 
 The facilities portfolio management model provides a conceptual 
framework for managing educational facilities assets and consists of four parts:  
establish baseline, estimate needs, model alternatives, and systematic reporting 
(Rush, 1991, p. 5).  In summary, the model suggests the following process:  
inspect facilities and compile meaningful data on the condition of the assets 
(establish baseline); evaluate the data to identify/validate deficiencies, prioritize 
the short-term and long-term needs (estimate needs), determine funding 
requirements and options to correct the deficiencies (estimate needs); and 
present the information to management for funding decisions and progress 
review (systematic reporting).  
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Facility Condition Assessment  
 Of critical importance in the facilities portfolio model, and all models for 
asset and facilities management, is establishing the condition of the asset as this 
forms the basis for the entire process.  Facility (or Facilities) Condition 
Assessment (or Audit) (FCA) is a common method throughout government, 
industry, and academia to evaluate the condition of buildings, roads, grounds, 
and other primary infrastructure to determine deficiencies and provide a basis for 
estimating required maintenance to sustain the infrastructure.  The information 
gathered supports the analysis of sustainment needs, project selection, and 
development of a facility portfolio.  The facilities assessed are typically generic in 
their design, operations, and maintenance; and, therefore, the condition of these 
facilities in terms of maintenance parameters can be assessed using common 
approaches.  The FCA process consists of:  1) Baseline Data, 2) Inspection 
Team and Inspection, and 3) Analysis and Reporting (Teicholz & Edgar, 2001, p. 
3-5).   
 The Baseline the Data phase consists of preparing for the inspection by 
determining the assets that need to be inspected, the data that will be collected, 
the types of standards and rating schemes that are to be applied, and the 
method of collecting and storing the data (paper or electronic forms, log sheets or 
computer databases).  ASTM Standard E 1557 (ASTM International, 2009) 
provides both a three-level and a four-level standard hierarchical framework for 
evaluating buildings and building site work.  Although the standard is designed to 
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be used as a reference for analysis, evaluation, and monitoring during the 
feasibility, planning, and design stages of buildings, it also has been used as a 
framework for determining the systems to be included in the performance of 
condition assessments (Gelderman & Sapp, 2007).  Condition in the context of 
the FCA process is typically considered related to the repairs needed and to the 
estimated cost of the repair.  The repair needs may be prioritized based upon a 
measure of criticality with respect to criteria such as personnel safety and effect 
on functional use (serviceability).  Besides condition assessment data, additional 
information to be gathered on an asset might include items such as construction 
date, material (steel, concrete, wood, etc.), design (pitched roof, flat roof, etc.), 
square footage, current replacement cost, renewal cost, and functional use.  
Figure 1 presents an example of an inspection form for assessing the condition 
of roofing systems. 
 The Inspection Team and Inspection phase consists of determining who 
will perform the audits (number of personnel and skill sets, self inspection or out-
sourced) and conducting the physical inspections.  Audits are typically conducted 
by teams consisting of facility managers, maintenance personnel, engineers, 
architects, and tradesmen among others.  "Deficiency information must be 
described during the inspection along with local information, priority, type, 
corrective information (including craft require to perform the corrective action, 
quantity and timing data) and other details that will enable cost estimates  
  9 
 
Figure 1.  Example Facility Condition Audit Form 
Source: State of Colorado, 2001 
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(including labor and material information) to be generated for budgeting 
purposes."  (Teicholz & Edgar, 2001). 
 The Analysis and Reporting phase encompasses analysis of the FCA data 
and reporting of results.  Deficiency analysis of the data provides information on  
the identified deficiencies by category and their projected correction costs.  Life  
cycle analysis estimates the current position of a building sub-element within its 
life cycle and the replacement value at the end of its life cycle.  The Facility 
Condition Index (FCI) is used as a comparative indicator of the relative condition 
of facilities, and is a key metric in strategic facility management (Briselden & 
Cain, 2001).  It is a ratio of the cost of remedying deficiencies (cost of completing 
deferred maintenance) to the Current Replacement Value (CRV) of the facility 
(the full replacement value) (Teicholz & Edgar, 2001; Briselden & Cain, 2001).  
"When such FCA data is available on a regular and on-going basis, it is possible 
to use this information in a strategic manner to help determine alternative funding 
strategies for short and long range FM [Facility Management] needs."  (Teicholz 
& Edgar, 2001).   
 Recurring FCA are required to maintain data as current.  "Recurring 
assessments are a prudent way to benchmark and stay abreast of facility 
conditions, and they are a building block for developing a needs-based 
maintenance program."  (Gelderman & Sapp, 2007).  Annual assessments are 
recommended, but associated costs have caused many organizations to 
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increase the time between assessments by up to five years (Gelderman & Sapp, 
2007). 
 Besides the cost, some of the other problems associated with conducting 
FCA include:  unknown use of the data by higher levels in the organization, 
limited shelf life of facilities portfolio plans, inconsistency in assessments 
between organizations (differing methods, intervals, and qualifications of 
inspection personnel), and validity and timeliness of the data (Gelderman & 
Sapp, 2007).   
Although there can be problems with the FCA process, it has proven to be 
an important tool for facility management of physical infrastructure.  However, its 
application to evaluating the condition of aerospace ground test units, systems, 
and equipment appears to be limited since it focuses on repair needs and not 
other potential aspects of the condition of an asset that may be applicable to 
aerospace ground test systems. 
Predictive or Condition Based Maintenance 
Predictive or Condition Based Maintenance (PdM, CBM) is a condition 
monitoring process used to determine a "Maintenance action based on actual 
condition (objective evidence of need) obtained from in-place, non-invasive tests, 
operating condition measurements."  (Mitchell, 2007).  CBM is designed to 
identify problems in operating equipment and perform maintenance to correct the 
anomaly before there is an impact of operational interruptions due to equipment 
failure.   "CBM has proven capable of identify anomalies for correction early 
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enough to minimize the risk and impact of operational interruptions.  With that 
stated, people are beginning to recognize that CBM is still reactive, the warning 
of a problem simply occurs sooner."  (Mitchell, 2007).  CBM is composed of three 
identifiable activities:  condition measurement, condition monitoring and 
assessment, and repair and maintenance actions (Mitchell, 2007, p. 77).  
Measurements that define the system’s mechanical and operating condition may 
include:  vibration, fluid condition, operating performance and efficiency, 
thermography, leak detection, and electrical characteristics.  Additional 
information of interest to the CBM process includes data from visual inspections, 
detailed problem diagnosis, assessment of problem severity, recommended 
correction, required date for correction, and an estimate of the lifetime remaining 
to failure (Mitchell, 2007, p. 247). 
Application of CBM to some equipment is not possible or practical:  
besides being overly difficult to install, sensors may not provide accurate results, 
not be reliable enough, nor even exist for the application (Mitchell, 2007, p. 80).  
CBM cannot eliminate defects and problems, stop machines from deteriorating, 
reliably and effectively warn of fatigue failures, or warn of electronic failures  
(Mitchell, 2007, p. 80).   
CBM may provide some useful data for understanding the condition of 
machinery and equipment, but is not a complete answer to the question of the 
condition of an aerospace ground test asset due in part to the limitations 
presented in the preceding paragraph. 
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Federal Government Asset Management 
Federal Real Property Asset Management 
 The Federal Real Property Council (FRPC) was established by Executive 
Order 13327 (Executive Order, 2004).  As an organization within the Office of 
Management and Budget, the Council has the responsibility to assist in the 
development and implementation of the agency asset management plans.  The 
Federal Real Property Council establishes appropriate performance measures to 
determine the effectiveness of Federal real property management.  Such 
performance measures include evaluating the costs and benefits involved with 
acquiring, repairing, maintaining, operating, managing, and disposing of Federal 
physical infrastructure. 
 The FRPC provides guidance to agencies on Federal real property 
reporting via General Services Administration (GSA) publication:  2009 Guidance 
for Real Property Inventory Reporting (Federal Real Property Council, 2009).  
The FRPC requires federal agencies to provide real property inventory data 
annually by either submitting an electronic file in a predetermined format or by 
entering the data manually into the online Federal Real Property Profile (FRPP) 
system.  In the guidance, Federal real property is classified by the following 
categories:  Type (land, building, or structure), Use, Legal Interest (owned, 
leased, etc.), Status (active, inactive, excess, disposed), and Historical Status.  
Additional information required on the property includes location, using agency, 
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reporting agency, and size.  A data parameter called Value is defined as the cost 
of replacing the existing constructed asset at today’s standards, and is also 
known as Plant Replacement Value (PRV).  There are four performance 
measures in the process:  Utilization, Condition Index, Mission Dependency, and 
Annual Operating Costs.   
 Utilization corresponds to the rate of utilization, and is categorized as 
either over-utilized, utilized, under-utilized, or not utilized.   
 Condition Index (CI) is a general measure of the asset’s condition at a 
specific point in time, and is calculated as the ratio of repair needs to PRV.  The 
CI is reported as a “percent condition” on a scale of 0% to 100% (positive whole 
numbers, and the higher the CI, the better the condition of the asset). The repair 
needs are further defined as the costs necessary to ensure that an asset is 
restored to a condition substantially equivalent to the originally intended and 
designed capacity, efficiency, or capability.  Agencies determine repair needs 
based on existing processes, but a future goal of the FRPC is to refine and 
standardize the definition. 
Mission Dependency is the value an asset brings to the performance of 
the mission as determined by the reporting agency.  Four categories of Mission 
Dependency are defined:  Mission Critical, Mission Dependent, Not Critical, Not 
Mission Dependent, and Not Rated. 
Annual Operating Costs consist of the following: recurring maintenance 
and repair costs, utilities (includes plant operation and purchase of energy), 
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cleaning and/or janitorial costs (includes pest control, refuse collection, and 
disposal to include recycling operations), and roads/grounds expenses (includes 
grounds maintenance, landscaping, and snow and ice removal from roads, piers, 
and airfields).   
The FRPC Federal real property reporting process has application to the 
AEDC physical infrastructure, but provides limited applicability to assessing the 
condition of the AEDC test infrastructure due to the FCA focus on buildings, 
structures, and land.  However, the concept of Mission Dependency has 
application due to the potential use of such a parameter in project prioritization. 
NASA Asset Management 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has similar 
facilities to the AEDC at locations such as the Ames Research Center, Glenn 
Research Center, and Langley Research Center among others.  Management of 
NASA infrastructure is guided by NASA Procedural Requirement (NPR) 8831.2E 
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2008).  NASA conducts Facility 
Condition Assessments to support annual and five-year work plans, provide data 
to NASA headquarters to validate proper stewardship of NASA facilities and 
assist in projecting infrastructure budgetary needs, and as a tool to evaluate 
contractor performance since much of the maintenance of NASA facilities is 
performed under contract.   
NASA categorizes their infrastructure systems into eleven classifications:  
Office, R&D Facility, Computer (Special Purpose) Facility, Hangar/Aircraft 
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Support, Production Facility, Non-Buildings (Trailers, temporary structures, air- or 
tension-supported facilities), Laboratories, Central Utility/Power Plant Facilities, 
Utility Distribution Systems, Roads and Grounds, and Other Miscellaneous 
Facilities.  These classifications are then sub-divided into categories by Mission 
Criticality, by square footage, and by current replacement value (CRV). 
NASA uses a five-level condition rating system as part of their FCA as 
shown in Table 1.  A particular rating by an inspector may be based on available 
information on the asset such as maintenance data, but no specific guidance is 
provided.  It is interesting to note that the rating scales are partially dependent 
upon the prediction of required maintenance over a five-year period; therefore, 
the condition rating is not only based on the current condition of the asset in 
terms of repairs needed, but also on a prediction of repairs needed over a five-
year period. 
In addition to the condition codes, NASA rates its infrastructure based on 
criticality as shown in Table 1.  The use of a criticality factor employed with the 
condition rating allows another differentiation for potential project selection.  For 
example:  systems that are both in poor condition and critical to the mission, 
safety, or the environment can be prioritized for funding rather than systems that 
are in poor condition, but whose failure is not as critical. 
The NASA FCA process has some aspects that may have applicability to 
the assessment of the condition of aerospace ground test infrastructure such as 
predicting future maintenance needs and the consideration of the criticality of the  
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Table 1.  NASA Condition and Criticality Rating Scales 
Source:  National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 2008  
 
Condition 
Code 
Subjective 
Rating 
Description 
5 Excellent 
No work required - Good for at least 5 years 
4 Good Only scheduled maintenance and/or condition 
monitoring required 
3 Fair Minor repairs required - Repair/replace within 3 - 
5 years 
2 Poor 
Significant repairs required within 1 - 2 years 
1 Bad 
Replacement required now 
Criticality 
Code 
Subjective 
Rating 
Description 
1 None  Environment, health, safety impact with a single 
point failure 
2 None  Mission impact, single point of failure 
3 None  Environment, health, safety impact, multiple 
failures required 
4 None  Mission impact, multiple failures required 
5 None  Center impact (non-mission) 
6 None  Significant economic consequences 
7 None  Employee morale 
8 None  Public relations 
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asset with respect to the fact that it may or may not be a single point failure.  It 
appears, though, that the main emphasis of the process is on physical 
infrastructure and not test infrastructure. 
 AEDC Asset Management 
 
The Strategic Plan 2009 - A Vision for AEDC 2020 (Arnold Engineering 
Development Center, 2008) was developed to document the organization's 
strategic intent through 2020, and provides a framework for the operational and  
tactical decisions required to meet identified strategic objectives.  One of the 
objectives identified in the AEDC Strategic Plan is to "Sustain the AEDC 
Infrastructure".  This objective covers both the base physical infrastructure 
(buildings, roads/grounds, utilities) and the test infrastructure (test cells, plants, 
test support utilities).  The responsibility for ensuring that this objective is 
accomplished is assigned to both the 704th Mission Support Group (MSG) and 
the 704th Maintenance Group (MXG) organizations within the AEDC.  
The MSG is responsible to the AEDC Commander for the sustainment of 
information technology (IT) and all real property (buildings, roads, grounds, etc.).  
The MSG interfaces with other organizations to ensure management of base 
physical infrastructure operations, maintenance, and logistics meet the AEDC 
mission requirements.  Primary organizations within the MSG pertinent to this 
study are the 704th Civil Engineering Squadron (704 CES) and the 704th 
Communications Squadron (704 CS).  The 704 CES has responsibility for all 
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AEDC physical infrastructure, and the 704 CS has responsibility for all IT 
including test instrumentation, data acquisition, and control systems. 
The 704th Maintenance Group (MXG) is responsible to the AEDC 
Commander for the overall sustainment of the test facility infrastructure.  The 
MXG interfaces with other organizations to ensure management of test facility 
infrastructure operations, maintenance, and logistics meet the AEDC mission 
requirements.   The MXG has overall responsibility for operations and 
maintenance of the non-IT test infrastructure including test cells, process air 
plants, cooling water systems, fabrication shops, and laboratories. 
 Several vectors were identified for the "Sustain the AEDC Infrastructure" 
objective.  The following vectors are applicable to this study: 
1) Use maintenance plans to sustain test capabilities and support current 
and future customer needs.  
2) Planning and prioritizing service life extension programs (SLEP) of test 
capabilities with projected continued test workload 
3) Applying maintenance actions that reduce impact on test customers due 
to reliability or availability issues with test assets 
 The AEDC Strategic Plan also identifies potential metric categories to 
evaluate the performance of the MSG and MXG in meeting the objective.  
However, the specific measurements were not identified in the Strategic Plan, 
and the organizations were requested to develop the metrics and provide them to 
AEDC leadership.  One of the potential categories was the development of a 
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metric which might be a function of several proposed factors such as the 
condition of the asset, the reliability of the asset in terms of lost test time (time 
during scheduled test periods when data could not be obtained because of 
issues with AEDC test assets), and investment/replacement value.  In particular, 
the use of an Infrastructure Condition Inspection (ICI) type of parameter was 
identified as one of the potential parameters.   
 The ICI is a facility condition assessment process used by the Air Force 
Materiel Command Civil Engineering Groups (such as the 704 CES) to provide a 
rating of the condition of base infrastructure assets such as buildings, 
roads/grounds, utilities, and their components.  This process will be discussed in 
the following section. 
704th Mission Support Group Infrastructure Condition Assessment 
 The 704 CES sustains the base infrastructure per direction of the AFMC.  
Since 2003, the MSG has been evaluating the condition of the Arnold Air Force 
Base infrastructure using FCA criteria established by The Facility Infrastructure 
Conditions Inspection Guide (Air Force Materiel Command, 2003).  The Guide is 
the result of a project by the Directorate of the Command Civil Engineer to 
develop a facility infrastructure program that provides a comprehensive 
investment plan for base infrastructure such as buildings, roads/grounds, utilities, 
and their components.  The plan intended to correct identified deficiencies and 
improve the reliability of the total infrastructure.  "The objective of this 
management process is to provide adequate funding that will systematically 
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improve performance and maintain the condition of the infrastructure at the 
preventive maintenance level.” (Air Force Materiel Command, 2003).  The 704 
CES uses this data to identify deficiencies, prioritize needs, obtain funding, and 
track progress of the sustainment program.  Therefore, this process satisfies the 
needs of the AEDC strategic objective of "Sustain the AEDC Infrastructure". 
 The facility elements that comprise this process are building systems, 
utility systems, pavements and grounds systems, airfield systems, and water and 
wastewater treatment systems.  In order to determine the required investment to 
bring a facility element to an acceptable level, it is necessary to determine the 
current condition of each system within a facility element and then determine how 
this condition impacts the performance of that system and all related systems. 
The investment required to upgrade the system to an acceptable level can then 
be calculated.  The effectiveness of this process is dependent upon an accurate 
and uniform assessment process for determining the condition of each system 
and the ability to extend this assessment to the overall facility element.   
A process similar to the FCA process is employed to collect the condition 
data.  Subject matter experts inspect each physical asset and record the 
condition of each element in an electronic database. 
The rating system for the condition assessment uses a scale of zero to ten 
as the range for quantifying a condition rating.  On this rating scale, zero is 
defined as complete failure and ten is defined as "new" condition requiring only 
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future preventive maintenance.  This scale is considered a common choice for 
conversion of verbal ratings to a standardized scale (Eschenbach, 2003, p. 515). 
The condition rating process is divided into the following five facility 
elements of base infrastructure:  building system, utility system, pavements and 
grounds system, airfield system, waste and wastewater treatment system.   Each 
system is further divided into components and each component is subdivided into 
sub-components.  This reduces the rating process down to individual elements 
which make up each system.   
Each sub-component such as a roof, foundation, lighting, etc. has a 
detailed written description of the condition associated with the 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 
10 ratings along with a photograph of the described condition.  The 1, 3, 5, 7, and 
9 ratings are not given specific definitions or pictures.  Therefore, the odd 
numbered ratings assist the rater in providing a rating when some of the 
elements of the description are not true.  The descriptions provide for the even 
number ratings are very detailed; however, in many cases the description 
combines elements of reliability, capacity, appearance, capability, age, 
availability, environmental and safety compliance, control, maintainability, 
supportability, redundancy and other condition parameters into one description.  
An example of the rating system is presented in Figure 2.  Although it would have 
provided a more complex rating system, a condition rating system that allows 
scoring of the individual condition parameters that constitute the condition of the 
component would appear to be more desirable.  This would provide a more 
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Figure 2.  Example Rating System for House Pumps 
Source:  Air Force Materiel Command, 2003.  
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Figure 2.  Continued. 
Source:  Air Force Materiel Command, 2003.  
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Figure 2.  Continued. 
Source:  Air Force Materiel Command, 2003.  
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Figure 2.  Continued. 
Source:  Air Force Materiel Command, 2003.  
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accurate condition rating for the system and would also allow focus on a 
particular condition rating parameter.  For example, reliability of all of the 
components related to a particular building could be analyzed.  With the condition 
rating system provided in this process, it is not possible to differentiate the 
specific parameters of the condition that caused the rater to give a particular 
overall condition score for the component.  In fact, the rater may emphasize one 
parameter such as reliability over another, and thus base their score mostly on 
that one parameter; however, documentation of that decision would not exist.  
A relative aggregate scores approach is used to assist in developing an 
overall condition rating for each component as shown in Figure 3.  Each sub-
component of the five infrastructure systems is given a weighting factor based on 
the importance of each component and sub-component within that system.  This 
weighting criteria can be used to rate all sub-components that are associated 
with an infrastructure system and then derive the system's overall condition rating 
based on the same zero to ten scale.  The weighting of attributes according to 
their importance has been shown to be useful in project selection (Eschenbach, 
2003, p. 515), project management (Kerzner, 2006, p. 698), strategic 
management analysis (Hunger & Wheelen, 2007, p. 51-52, 71-72, 77-79), and 
operations analysis (Gaither, 2002, p. 85 & 186).  The condition rating at the sub-
component level and the sum of the weighted scores at the component and 
system level are commonly called the ICI for that level.  Therefore, each sub-
component has a condition rating(or ICI) based purely on its condition score, but  
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 COMPONENT
Sub-Component
Weight x
Condition   
Rating
/
Component 
Total Weight
=
Contributing 
Factor
Component 
Rating
FOUNDATIONS & STRUCTURAL 5.89
Foundations 5.8% x 7 / 25.9% = 1.57
Vertical Structural Elements 9.9% x 6 / 25.9% = 2.29
Horizontal Structural Elements 5.9% x 6 / 25.9% = 1.37
Built-Up Roofing 4.3% x 4 / 25.9% = 0.66
Component Totals 25.9% 5.89
ARCHITECTURAL 5.95
Windows and Exterior Doors 3.4% x 6 / 29.3% = 0.70
Exterior Walls 14.9% x 6 / 29.3% = 3.05
Insulation 0.2% x 7 / 29.3% = 0.05
Interior Walls 7.8% x 6 / 29.3% = 1.60
Floors 0.9% x 5 / 29.3% = 0.15
Ceiling 1.0% x 5 / 29.3% = 0.17
Doors and Trim 1.1% x 6 / 29.3% = 0.23
Component Totals 29.3% 5.95
SPECIALTIES 9.00
Systems Furniture 0.5% x 9 / 0.5% = 9.00
HEATING, VENTILATION & AIR CONDITIONING 4.37
Air Handlers 4.3% x 4 / 9.7% = 1.77
Exhausters/Ventilators 0.3% x 3 / 9.7% = 0.09
HVAC Controls 0.6% x 3 / 9.7% = 0.19
Ductwork & Accessories 4.5% x 5 / 9.7% = 2.32
Component Totals 9.7% 4.37
ELECTRICAL 6.17
Interior Wiring and Circuit Breakers 5.0% x 6 / 5.8% = 5.17
Interior/Exterior Lighting 0.6% x 7 / 5.8% = 0.72
Energy Management and Controls 0.2% x 8 / 5.8% = 0.28
Component Totals 5.8% 6.17
PLUMBING 6.97
Natural Gas Piping 0.5% x 7 / 2.6% = 1.35
Water and Sanitary Sewer Piping 0.7% x 6 / 2.6% = 1.62
Regulators and Valves 0.2% x 7 / 2.6% = 0.54
Fixtures 0.9% x 7 / 2.6% = 2.42
Water Heaters 0.3% x 9 / 2.6% = 1.04
Component Totals 2.6% 6.97
MECHANICAL 7.00
Mechanical Items 1.4% x 7 / 1.4% = 7.00
FIRE SUPPRESSION 5.26
Sprinklers 1.0% x 5 / 1.6% = 3.13
Fire Alarm Panels 0.2% x 6 / 1.6% = 0.75
Detectors 0.3% x 5 / 1.6% = 0.94
Pull Stations 0.1% x 7 / 1.6% = 0.44
Component Totals 1.6% 5.26
COMPONENT Weight x
Condition   
Rating
/
Project 
Weight
=
Contributing 
Factor
FOUNDATIONS & STRUCTURAL 29.8% x 5.89 / 100.0% = 1.76
ARCHITECTURAL 29.3% x 5.95 / 100.0% = 1.74
SPECIALTIES 1.0% x 9.00 / 100.0% = 0.09
HEATING, VENTILATION & A/C 16.5% x 4.37 / 100.0% = 0.72
ELECTRICAL 11.6% x 6.17 / 100.0% = 0.72
PLUMBING 3.5% x 6.97 / 100.0% = 0.24
MECHANICAL 4.2% x 7.00 / 100.0% = 0.29
FIRE SUPPRESSION 4.1% x 5.26 / 100.0% = 0.22
System Totals 100.0% 5.78  
Figure 3.  Infrastructure Condition Inspection Weighting Example 
Source:  Air Force Materiel Command, 2003.
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each component of a building and the building system itself will have an ICI 
based on the weighted rollup of all the sub-components.   
While it might be desirable to provide a similar condition rating system for 
the AEDC ground test assets in order to have some uniformity for infrastructure 
condition assessment, the condition rating process for the AEDC physical 
infrastructure systems cannot be directly applied to the test infrastructure.  The 
rating scale of zero to ten could be applied to assessing the condition of test 
assets, but the sheer number of test assets and their variety and uniqueness as 
compared to the relatively generic physical infrastructure assets makes other 
aspects of the rating system impractical.  Providing photographs for the various 
levels of condition for the test assets would not be possible because many of the 
systems are one-of-a-kind and only one photograph would be available.  
Providing condition descriptions that are specific to each test asset would require 
significant time to develop since there are a large number of unique test assets.  
In addition, rather than have a rating scale that combines condition parameters 
into one score, it would be beneficial for the parameters that constitute the 
condition of the component to be evaluated individually to provide a clearer 
understanding of the reasons why the score was given.  The relative aggregate 
scores approach used in providing an overall condition score for a system or 
facility could be beneficial for weighting these individual condition rating 
parameters (reliability, maintainability, availability, etc.) in order to obtain an 
overall condition score for a test asset. 
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The 704 CS, an organizational element of the MSG, has the responsibility 
to sustain all IT.  In 2007, the 704 CS developed a process to evaluate and report 
on the condition of the AEDC IT assets.  This process also was determined by 
AEDC management to satisfy the needs of the strategic objective of "Sustain the 
AEDC Infrastructure".  The condition of an IT asset is scored solely using color 
codes for the condition of the asset with respect to parameters of readiness, age, 
and supportability.  The definitions of the condition parameters and related 
scoring scales are shown in Figure 4.  Data are collected from the IT systems 
engineers in a Microsoft Excel® worksheet maintained by the Test IT System 
Architect who is considered the senior systems engineer for IT systems.  
Identified deficiencies and needs are reported to appropriate commanders to 
seek funding support for projects.  An example of this output is shown in Figure 
5.  AEDC management has shown a favorable response to the three-color, 
stoplight-style format of the data because they can quickly understand the status 
of the condition of the IT test assets and rapidly focus in on problem areas. 
Although this process is being used to assess the condition of some of the 
test infrastructure, the process has some deficiencies that would hinder its use 
for all assessing the condition of all aerospace ground test assets.  A primary 
deficiency is related to the fact that the sustainment philosophy for many of the 
test IT system components it to replace rather than repair, which is not the case 
for the majority of the mechanical and electrical test systems.  Due to rapid 
advances in electronics technology, many components reach the end of their  
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• READINESS: Measure of the IT systems’ ability to meet requirements.
– GREEN: IT systems meet all requirements.
– YELLOW: IT systems are degraded.
– RED: IT systems do not meet requirements.
• AGE: Measure of the IT systems’ remaining serviceable life.
– GREEN: Remaining serviceable life is two years or greater.
– YELLOW: Remaining serviceable life less than two years.
– RED: Exceeded serviceable life.
• SUPPORTABILITY: Measure of skills and spares available to maintain 
the system.
– GREEN: Skills and spares are available.
– YELLOW: Skills and/or spares are limited.
– RED: Skills and/or spares are not available.
 
Figure 4.  Condition Rating Scale for AEDC IT Assets 
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Figure 5.  Example IT Condition Status 
System Issue Item Status Priority
1
Age
Supportability Old Westinghouse Controls Funded 1
2
Age
Supportability Old Controls Unfunded 2
3 Age Old cameras and recorders Unfunded 3
4
Readiness
Age
Supportability Old cameras & processing Unfunded 4
5 Age Old cameras, lenses Unfunded 5
6
Age
Supportability
Card family is over 10 years 
old. Do not support state of 
the art computer interfaces. Unfunded 6
7 Age Old Charge Amps Unfunded 7
8
Age
Supportability
Avco Signal Conditioners and 
Preston Amps Unfunded 8
9
Age
Supportability Old Controls Unfunded 9
10
Readiness
Age
Supportability Insufficient Load Cell Range Unfunded on CARA 10
11
Age
Supportability Pressure Transducers Unfunded 11
12
Readiness
Old Gaitronics System Funded 12
13
14
15
16
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useful life in a very short time.  The refresh rate for many IT components is five 
years or less.  Since the refresh rate is so rapid, age and supportability are a 
constant threat to the condition of a test IT asset, and, therefore, a primary 
condition evaluation parameters.  On the other hand, the other condition 
evaluation parameter in the process, Readiness, encompasses many aspects of 
condition such as availability, reliability, capacity, etc. but these parameters are 
not specifically evaluated.  Therefore, the condition evaluation process is more 
focused on the unique aspects of the test IT systems, and would not be as useful 
for the mechanical and electrical test assets since those systems have a different 
sustainment philosophy.   Another problem with the process is the lack of a 
specific process for determining the priority of the condition deficiency 
corrections.  The test IT systems architect makes this decision based solely on 
his own interpretation of the data. 
Service Life Extension Program 
In Fiscal Year 2008, the AEDC began a Service Life Extension Program 
(SLEP) to identify any shortfalls in specific AEDC test capabilities through Fiscal 
Year 2020.  This was in direct response to the strategic objective of "Sustain the 
AEDC Infrastructure".  The first test capabilities to be evaluated were the AEDC 
transonic wind tunnels and fighter-bomber engine altitude test cells, and the 
results of the study were documented in a technical report (Jackson & Baker, 
2009). 
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The SLEP team used AEDC subject matter experts called systems 
engineers and system architects to evaluate systems associated with these 
capabilities.  Assessments were primarily conducted on the first two levels of the 
test asset hierarchy consisting of system and sub-system levels.  Excel®   
worksheets were used for the collection of data with each systems engineer 
given a worksheet that was returned to the SLEP team when completed.  Asset 
importance, life, health, and replacement criteria were based on the factors 
presented in Table 2.  From these factors, the primary data used to determine 
requirements were:  Remaining Life, Overall Condition, and Needed 
Replacement.  Of note, the ICI score for physical infrastructure from the 704 CES 
process was divided by two in order to match the one to five rating scale used by 
the SLEP. 
 The process used for assessing the condition of the test assets for the 
SLEP is not considered a standard AEDC process yet, but certainly has 
applicability to the research questions posed by this study.  Gathering data on 
the first and second level assets via subject matter experts and using 
standardized input forms is similar to other processes, and has value for the 
condition assessment of test assets.  However, there are several problems with 
this process that might preclude its use as the standard for conducting condition 
assessments for aerospace ground test systems.  The use of Excel® worksheets 
caused several problems including the time required to consolidate worksheets 
from over one hundred individuals and ensuring that the data were combined  
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Table 2.  AEDC SLEP Test Asset Rating Criteria 
Source:  Jackson & Baker, 2009 
Factors in Determining Importance 
Criticality Rating of 9 (High) to 1 (Low) 
Factors in Determining Estimated Life 
Original Installed Date Year 
Remaining Life Estimated Years 
Last Major Renovation Date or Never 
Scheduled Maintenance Plan Yes or No 
Last Major Maintenance Date 
Spares in Stock Yes/No 
Factors in Determining Health 
Functional Issues Rating of 5-None to 1-Non-Functional 
Visible Damage Rating of 5-None to 1-Extensive 
Visible Leaks Rating of 5-None to 1-Major 
Corrosion Rating of 5-None to 1-Extensive 
Overall Condition Rating of 5-Excellent to 1-Bad 
Factors in Determining Repair and Replacement 
Scheduled Repair Yes w/date or No 
Needed Replacement Yes w/date or No 
Estimated Replacement Cost $ or Not Applicable 
Existing Investment Project Yes or No 
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correctly.  Although the condition rating scale appears very similar to the 
condition code used by NASA, in general the rating scales used by this program 
are very subjective in nature and do not provide interim value descriptions (e.g. 
no descriptor for an overall condition rating of 3) nor do they provide definitions 
for the descriptor as in the NASA, 704 CES, and 704 CS processes.  This adds 
another level of subjectivity to a subjective rating scale especially when one 
hundred different engineers are making the assessment using the scale. 
704th Maintenance Group Asset Management 
 Since the inception of the AEDC, the operations and maintenance of the 
test infrastructure has been planned and conducted by a contractor work force.  
One of the key contract deliverables from a test system sustainment perspective 
is the Integrated RDT&E Assets Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Plan 
(Aerospace Testing Alliance, 2008).  Per the contract, the O&M Plan is required 
to be both a strategic and tactical plan for the MXG.  The O&M Plan serves as 
the execution plan for the current fiscal year, but also serves as the planning and 
requirements document used to establish a multi-year projection of performance 
and process improvements to support the planning and programming process. 
The O&M Plan is also tied to the AEDC Strategic Plan.  The Strategic Plan 
requires the use of maintenance plans to sustain test capabilities and support 
current and future customer needs, and the O&M Plan is the official maintenance  
plan for the MXG organization.  However, the O&M Plan is severely lacking in 
any strategic planning or strategic management. 
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The O&M Plan presents readily available data applicable to execution in 
the next FY such as:  test workload projection, funding levels, planned 
preventative maintenance on test assets, and planned test asset documentation 
updates.  However, strategic planning information in the O&M Plan is limited to: a 
non-prioritized list of major issues and disconnects for the current (upcoming) 
Fiscal Year, a non-prioritized list of major issues and disconnects for the next two 
to five years, a non-prioritized list of major issues and disconnects past the five 
year point, a non-prioritized list of both proposed and improved investment 
projects for the next six years (although the list does not distinguish between 
approved and unapproved projects).  The information in the O&M Plan is not 
directly tied to any strategic planning information such as: projected test 
workload, funding forecasts, strategic objectives, maintenance data (reliability, 
availability, maintainability, etc.). 
A critical piece of information lacking in the O&M plan is identification of 
the condition of the test assets.  Since sustainment of test infrastructure is a 
specific objective of the O&M plan and understanding test asset condition is 
critical to creating a sustainment strategy, the lack of this information and other 
important strategic information in the O&M Plan is a major flaw of the plan. 
Data available to the MXG with respect to the overall condition of the test 
infrastructure is currently limited.  Unlike MSG assets such as buildings and 
computers that may commonly be found at educational institutions, industrial 
complexes, etc.; test facilities typically are comprised of unique assets that do not 
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easily lend themselves to assessment under existing models.  For example, 
many of the AEDC test systems were designed in-house and are unique in the 
world or the United States.  The unique nature of design and operation of many 
of the AEDC test assets can inhibit the collection of typical maintenance related 
data such as reliability and availability.  The AEDC does employ Condition Based 
Maintenance processes on some of the test infrastructure (primarily in the 
process air plant rotating machinery); however, information of this nature does 
not convey the total condition of the system.  Therefore, good sources of data on 
the current as well as the potential future condition of some test assets are not 
currently available.  The absence of a process to evaluate the current and future 
states of the entire AEDC test infrastructure is one of the major reasons the 
contractor does not provide this vital information to the Air Force.   
 The MXG relies primarily on data on what is currently failed or near failure 
to make project funding decisions, instead of making infrastructure investment 
decisions based additionally on investments that will preserve the test capability 
in the future.  Without data on the current and future condition of test assets, the 
MXG's input into project selection processes is mostly a tactical rather than a 
strategic investment in the AEDC infrastructure.  In order to meet the AEDC 
strategic objective of "Sustain the AEDC Infrastructure" and in order to have the 
proper equipment available to meet the ground testing needs of the DoD, the 
MXG needs a process to produce the data necessary to plan the future 
sustainment of aerospace ground test facility assets.  Therefore, this research 
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will develop a process to identify condition deficiencies and sustainment 
requirements to assist in the development of strategic management plans for 
aerospace ground test systems.   
Summary 
The literature review did not provide direct answers to the research 
questions, but did provide some fragments of information that may be applicable 
to assessing the condition of aerospace ground test assets.  While processes like 
the Facility Condition Assessment are being used to assess the condition of 
physical infrastructure, it appears that they have limited application to assessing 
the condition of unique assets such as ground test systems.  The Condition 
Based Maintenance process can provide some data useful for assessing the 
condition of test assets, but it has limitations and is more useful for predicting 
when maintenance should be done rather than providing a complete assessment 
of the condition of a test asset.  The AEDC processes that are used for 
assessing the condition of infrastructure assets have several aspects that may 
have indirect application to the test infrastructure condition assessment process.   
The following paragraphs summarize the information retrieved from the 
literature with respect to the research questions. 
1.  Who should perform condition assessments on aerospace ground test 
assets?  For all processes identified by the literature review, subject matter 
experts (either in-house or outsourced) are used to assess the condition of the 
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assets.  A similar approach should be used for assessing the condition of the test 
assets. 
2.  At what level in the asset hierarchy should assessments be 
conducted?  From the literature, condition assessments should be performed on 
at least the system and sub-system level, with lower levels optional as needed to 
understand the condition of the system. 
3.  What parameters are important for measuring the condition of an asset 
with respect to sustainment?  The condition of a system can be defined as a 
state of readiness for use (Merriam-Webster, 1990).  For Facility Condition 
Assessments, the condition of an asset is solely based on the repairs needed.  
Both the 704 CES and 704 CS processes expand the definition of condition 
beyond just the repairs that are needed.  Identified parameters used by various 
processes included:  reliability, capacity, appearance, capability, age/remaining 
useful life, availability, code compliance, control, maintainability, readiness, and 
repair needs.  These condition parameters and others identified in the literature 
shall be evaluated for application to the test asset condition process, but others 
need to be investigated by this study to define the term condition with respect to 
test assets. 
4.  What rating scale(s) should be used for condition assessment?  
Condition rating scales for FCA have limited application to assessing the 
condition of test assets due to their focus on the physical infrastructure.  The 
condition rating scales reflect repair needs, and appear to be a function of the 
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organization or the vendor supplying the audit service rather than based on a 
standard.  The NASA condition rating scale also focuses on repairs, but also 
includes the concept of estimating future maintenance requirements over a five-
year period.  The 704 CES rating scale for evaluating the condition of the AEDC 
physical infrastructure is unique in that each sub-component of a facility has its 
own scale, but this is considered to be overly complex for test assets due to the 
sheer number of unique systems that would require their own scale.  The eleven-
point scale shall be evaluated for application to the test asset condition 
assessment process, but while the use of photographs is useful for generic 
assets such as roofs, it would not be practical for one-of-a-kind test systems.  
The NASA, 704 CES, and 704 CS use definitions for descriptors to assist the 
evaluator in properly scoring the condition, and this should be a consideration in 
the process used to evaluate the condition of aerospace ground test assets. 
5.  What additional information is necessary to understand condition, 
identify deficiencies, and plan infrastructure sustainment activities?  A detailed 
description of the condition in addition to the numerical score was a prevalent 
concept in the processes reviewed as this data assists the analyst in determining 
the specific deficiency, possible mitigation, and estimated repair costs.  CBM as 
well as standard maintenance data such as mean time between failures and 
mean time to repair may be useful additional data that can be analyzed to assist 
in assessing the condition of a test asset.  Several of the processes used a 
priority of work or criticality to the mission assessment in addition to the condition 
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assessment to assist in prioritizing the deficiency correction needs, and this 
concept should be investigated for application. 
6.  How should data input be accomplished and the data stored? 
Collection of condition data is accomplished via either paper forms or electronic 
forms, with transfer of the data to an electronic database for archiving, analysis, 
and reporting.  Input formats vary depending upon the required data to be 
collected.  Of concern with any system are ease of use and access, cost of 
implementation and upkeep, and configuration control.  An input process and 
data storage and retrieval system suitable for the test asset condition 
assessment process shall require selection based on these and other criteria. 
7.  How should data output be presented?  “Communications is a key 
issue that determines the effectiveness of a condition assessment program.” 
(Mitchell, 2007).  With respect to communicating to decision makers, it is 
important that the output of the process is a clear and quickly understood product 
that can be used by management.  Various report formats were observed in the 
literature, each being tailored to the needs of the organization.  At the AEDC, 
color-coded data are used regularly to communicate status, and therefore, a data 
report similar to the 704 CS data output should be considered. 
Chapter III of this research provides a description of the methodology 
used to provide additional answers to the research questions and develop a 
process to identify condition deficiencies and sustainment requirements to assist 
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in the development of strategic management plans for aerospace ground test 
systems that may be unique in design, operation, and/or maintenance.   
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
       
Overview 
The following sections provide a general methodology used to provide 
additional answers to the research questions and to develop a process to identify 
condition deficiencies and sustainment requirements to assist in the development 
of strategic management plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be 
unique in design, operation, and/or maintenance.  The methodology used was 
based on the premise that the eventual success or failure of the developed 
process would be dependent upon the support of those personnel required to 
input the data as well as those the data was intended to support.  The specific 
steps used to answer the research questions and to develop the condition 
assessment process (hereafter referred to as Asset Condition Assessment 
process) were:  1) obtain management support, 2) design the process, 3) 
construct the process, 4) test, evaluate, and validate the process.  This 
methodology is outlined in the following sections. 
Management Support and Guidance 
A critical aspect of the methodology was to obtain and sustain 
management support throughout the development of the process, especially 
since AEDC resources would be used in the development and sustainment of the 
process.  Maintaining open communication was crucial to accomplishing this 
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support and guidance.  Periodic briefings were held with key management 
personnel including the AEDC Commander and Technical Director to present 
progress reports, to seek input on the process, and ensure that the process 
would satisfactorily support the strategic objective of "Sustain the AEDC 
Infrastructure".   
 Besides management's desire to have a condition assessment process for 
test assets that supported the strategic objective, AEDC management also 
desired a process for the AEDC that: 1) provides data on test asset condition, 2) 
in conjunction with other available data, provides data to identify test asset 
condition deficiencies, 3) provides data that may be useful for selection and 
prioritization of projects to correct identified deficiencies, 4) provides data that will 
allow measurement of progress in improving the condition of test infrastructure, 
5) provides a historical database of test asset condition, and 6) requires minimal 
labor to create and sustain.  These goals were drivers of solutions during 
development of the process. 
Design the Process 
Besides obtaining support and guidance from the management personnel 
who would be using the output of the process, It was equally critical to obtain 
acceptance by and guidance from the personnel required to input the data, as 
their acceptance and ownership of the process would help to ensure the quality 
of the data.  The Literature Review indicated that the assessment of the condition 
of assets should be conducted by subject matter experts (SME) familiar with the 
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assets.  At the AEDC, the SME on the test systems are the systems engineers 
and system architects.  The systems engineers are the system managers often 
having both operations and maintenance responsibilities for their systems.  The 
systems architects are considered the lead systems engineers for their assigned 
area and perform functions such as chairing configuration control boards.  It was 
assumed that these personnel would perform the majority of condition 
assessments.  A working group of systems engineers and system architects was 
formed to aid in the development of the process.  Brainstorming sessions were 
held with these subject matter experts during the development of the condition 
assessment process to answer the research questions and other matters 
regarding the design of the Asset Condition Assessment process.  A rough 
consensus process was used for decision making with the author acting as 
facilitator.   
Construct the Process 
Programming of the Asset Condition Assessment process would be 
conducted by assigned programmers at the AEDC.  In order to communicate the 
process to the programmer, detailed documents were developed to explain the 
proposed look, internal processes, and external processes desired.  Microsoft 
Excel® was chosen as the primary media to be used to design the data input 
forms and output reports.  This program provided the ability to create worksheets 
that could mimic the look and feel of the proposed input forms, including the 
ability to build menus and perform calculations.  Face-to-face meetings, email, 
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and telephone conversations were also used to communicate the proposed 
process.  This provided significant information to the programmers regarding the 
look, input field requirements, required calculations, and general schema for the 
process.  An example of a Microsoft Excel® worksheet used to communicate 
information to the programmers is shown in Figure 6.  
During construction of the process by the programmers, a special site was 
used for development and testing of the software.  The development site was 
used to provide the programmer and the working group with the ability to test the 
process functions before moving the software onto the production site.  This 
proved to be invaluable in ensuring that the process met the requirements of the 
design and that all defects were corrected prior to movement of the process to 
production and actual use of the process by AEDC personnel. 
Test, Evaluate, and Validate the Process 
Before the Asset Condition Assessment process would be deployed to the 
entire base for use, it was critical to ensure that the process would be acceptable  
to users and would fulfill the objectives for the process.  To validate this new 
process, it was planned from the beginning to use the process to evaluate the 
condition of a test facility in order to perform prototype testing on the process.   
 At the time of completion of construction of the Asset Condition 
Assessment process, a Service Life Extension Program (SLEP) was being 
initiated for several AEDC test cells.  This program provided not only an 
opportunity for prototype testing of the process by systems engineers not  
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Asset:
Asset Type: - Mechanical/Electrical
Preparer
Reviewer
Air Force Asset Manager
Evaluation Date
Revision
Mission Rating
Projected Test Workload 
Current Work load
Current Priority
Comments - 
Current Workload
Future Work load
Current Priority
Comments - 
Future Workload
Test Workload Scores
Current Calculated {current workoad + priority}
Future Calculated {future workoad + priority}
Criticality
Current Support
Current Capability
Comments - 
Current Workload
Future Support
Future Capability
Comments - 
Current Workload
Criticality Scores 
Current Calculated {current support + capability}
Future Calculated {future support + capability}
Mission Rating Scores 
Current Calculated {current workload + criticality}
Future Calculated {future workload + criticality}
ASSET CONDITION ASSESSMENT
{ to be filled in by Matrix}
3 - Redundant capability does not exist to replace if failed
3 - System supports more than one test unit
3 - Redundant capability does not exist to replace if failed
{ to be filled in by Matrix}
{ selected by preparer}
{ selected by preparer}
{ selected by preparer}
{ selected by preparer }
3 - RBA test workload requiring system use 
1 - High priority DoD RBA test program requiring system use 
3 - RBA test workload requiring system use 
1 - High priority DoD RBA test program requiring system use 
3 - System supports more than one test unit
 
Figure 6.  Example of Input to Programmers 
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involved in the development, but it also provided an opportunity to test a potential 
application of the process since a key aspect of the SLEP data was condition of 
the test assets.    
At the onset of the new SLEP, the plan was to follow the same process for 
assessing the condition of the assets as was used in the previous SLEP.  At the 
first SLEP team meeting, the author suggested that the SLEP might benefit from 
using the process as well as provide a test bed for the Asset Condition 
Assessment process development.  After reviewing the Asset Condition 
Assessment process concept and design, the SLEP project management team 
decided that they would use this new process to assess the condition of test 
assets because it provided several potential advantages over the previous 
process.  Therefore, the systems engineers supporting the SLEP effort were the 
prototype testers of the Asset Condition Assessment process. 
Since the Asset Condition Assessment was a new process, training on the 
purpose and use of the tool was required to ensure that the SLEP team would be 
able to properly use the process to assess the test assets.  Therefore, a training 
program was developed for this purpose.  The training material was created 
using Microsoft PowerPoint®, and consisted of slides that provided a general 
overview of the purpose of the process, pictures of the actual Matrix screens, and 
detailed information on data gathering for input and the actual input of the data 
onto the screens.  Training slide examples are presented in Figure 7.   
The training was conducted by the author in a computer classroom that  
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Reviewer is the 
System Architect
AF Asset Manager is the 
704 MXG or 704 CS asset manager
Preparer is normally you, but you 
can also select additional 
preparers by holding down the 
Ctrl key while selecting 
additional evaluators.
Select the effective date of the evaluation 
(usually the day you create it)
Identify any assumptions made during the 
assessment and provide any general comments
ZZYZX
Select the type of 
asset being evaluated
 
 
Figure 7.  Example Training Slides 
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General
• It is expected that there may be low condition 
scores for more than one parameter due to the 
same cause (i.e. some conditions are related)
– Score all appropriate parameters.
– Example:  Asset sits outside and is exposed to 
weather.  Appearance is bad (lots of corrosion), but 
corrosion is also affecting reliability and availability 
(causing failures).  In addition, rusted nuts and bolts 
are reducing efficiency of maintenance due to longer 
time to remove components.  In this case, corrosion is 
the cause of several condition issues, and the scores 
for appearance, reliability, availability, and efficiency 
should be scored accordingly.
 
Figure 7.  Continued. 
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Comment on Controls & Monitoring
• The Controls & Monitoring condition assessment  is to be 
used to assess the overall adequacy of the controls and 
monitoring of the asset, not to assess the "condition" of the 
controls and monitoring systems with respect to 
parameters like age, appearance, reliability, etc.  
– For example, the TUSS controls the majority of systems at J6 in 
one way or another.  The TUSS will be assessed as an I&C asset 
by an I&C engineer with respect to the 10 condition parameters. 
When evaluating the J6 Raw Water asset condition with respect 
to controls & monitoring, the question is whether the controls & 
monitoring are adequate  for providing proper control, 
monitoring, and troubleshooting of the Raw Water asset. The 
specific condition of the TUSS system hardware and software 
should not be assessed in the Raw Water System.  This will be 
accomplished in the TUSS asset condition assessment.
 
Figure 7.  Continued. 
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allowed the students to log in to the production process and perform an actual 
Asset Condition Assessment on one of their test assets during the training.  This 
methodology not only assisted the students in becoming familiar with 
completing the assessments, but also provided direct response to their questions 
as they completed the assessment, provided immediate feedback on the 
assessment process, and also provided input into additional training materials 
that might be required to better explain the process.   
During the training, it was emphasized that feedback on the process was 
essential in providing a product that met the needs of the systems engineers as 
well as management.  In addition, it was requested that all feedback be given 
either verbally in team meetings or in email form with all of the team members on 
the address list.  This was requested to allow open discussion of all feedback 
items.  The open feedback  assisted the author with understanding comments, 
issues, and recommendations in more detail by providing an open forum for 
others to provide their thoughts on the subject.  This also helped in deciphering 
whether the feedback was an individual issue or request, or whether it was 
systemic. 
Summary 
The methodology employed for this study was based on a team concept 
involving both management and engineering staff in the development of a 
process to assess the condition of aerospace ground test systems.  The specific 
steps used to develop the process were:  1) obtain management support, 2) 
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design the process, 3) construct the process, 4) test, evaluate, and validate the 
process.   
Chapter IV presents the results of the methodology to answer the 
research questions and to develop a process to identify condition deficiencies 
and sustainment requirements to assist in the development of strategic 
management plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be unique in 
design, operation, and/or maintenance.   
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
 
 The purpose of this research was to develop a process to identify 
condition deficiencies and sustainment requirements to assist in the development 
of strategic management plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be 
unique in design, operation, and/or maintenance.  This chapter will report the 
results of the analysis of the research questions and the condition assessment 
process development and validation. 
Research Question One   
Who should perform condition assessments on aerospace ground test 
assets?  The Literature Review indicated that the assessment of the condition of 
assets should be conducted by subject matter experts (SME) familiar with the 
assets.  At the AEDC, the SME on the test systems are the systems engineers 
and system architects, and, therefore, it was decided that the condition 
assessments would be accomplished by the systems engineers and reviewed 
and validated by the system architects.   As the AEDC is a contractor-operated 
site with Air Force oversight, it was also decided that the Air Force asset 
manager should be in the review cycle so that they would be aware of condition 
deficiencies identified with systems they are responsible for sustaining. 
Research Question Two 
At what level in the asset hierarchy should assessments be conducted?  
The processes, systems, equipment, and components that require configuration 
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management at the AEDC are identified as Configuration Items, but are more 
commonly referred to as assets.  The AEDC has developed an asset hierarchy 
for managing the assets.  The highest level of the hierarchy is identified as the 
Process level.  A Process is a collection of lower level assets that typically 
comprise a facility.  For test infrastructure, Processes would be test units, 
process air plants, or utilities.  In the case of physical infrastructure, a building 
would be considered a Process.   
The first level below Process is identified as Level 1.  The Level 1 assets, 
also known as Parent assets, are what would typically be considered systems, 
and are at the typical level where asset management occurs.  Some examples of 
Level 1 assets:  thrust measurement systems; model injection systems; test fuel 
systems; service air systems; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) 
systems; and lighting systems.  Levels below Level 1 are identified as Level 2, 
Level 3, etc., and are also known as Children of the Parent assets.  These lower 
level assets consist of sub-systems and components that comprise the Level 1 
asset.  Figure 8 presents a graphical representation of the AEDC hierarchy.   
Since Level 1 is the typical level where asset management is 
accomplished, it was decided that this level would be the minimum level where 
condition assessment would be accomplished.  However, the process should 
allow condition to be evaluated at lower levels if necessary to assist in identifying 
the overall condition of the Level 1 asset.  For example, some Level 1 assets 
have Level 2 assets for mechanical and IT sub-systems, and these Level 2  
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Level 4 Asset (Sub-
Component)
Level 3 Asset (Component)
Level 2 Asset (Sub-System)
Level 1 Asset (System)
Level 0 Process (Facility)
 
Figure 8.  AEDC Asset Hierarchy 
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assets may then be assessed by the knowledgeable sub-systems engineers.   
If Child assets are assessed, an automatic rollup of the scores from these 
lower level assets could provide an overall score for the Parent asset.  An 
arithmetic average of the Child condition scores could provide an overall score 
for the Parent asset, but this procedure would assume that each Child asset is 
equally important in determining the overall condition of the asset.  This was 
considered to be untrue by the systems engineers.  As was shown in the 
Literature Review, even for physical infrastructure the building systems are given 
different weightings to provide an overall score for the building.  However, since a 
Parent test asset is often unique and the Children are also unique to that asset, a 
weighting scheme like that employed in the 704 CES infrastructure assessment 
process that weights the sub-systems and rolls-up the score to the next higher 
level is not a practical solution since a different weighting scale could potentially 
be required for each Level 1 asset.  Instead, it was decided that condition 
assessments would be performed at each required level to allow the systems 
engineers to use their best judgment as to how the condition of lower level assets 
would affect the overall condition of any particular Level 1 asset.  This allows the 
systems engineer for the Parent asset to evaluate the condition of all the Child 
assets and provide their own weighting to the sub-system conditions to arrive at 
an overall condition of the Level 1 asset. 
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Research Question Three 
What parameters are important for measuring the condition of an asset 
with respect to sustainment?  As shown in the Literature Review, the condition of 
a system may not be represented by a single evaluation parameter, but may 
consist of multiple parameters used to determine the overall condition.  Although 
a systems engineer might be able to provide a single descriptor of the condition 
of a system such as poor, satisfactory, good, excellent or a value on a numeric 
scale such as one to five, the systems engineer is basing this single value on 
their interpretation of the state of several parameters that might be considered to 
makeup the overall condition.  By breaking the overall condition down into 
specific parameters to be evaluated, the resolution of what is causing a poor 
overall condition or what and why repairs are needed can be greatly improved. 
 To determine the evaluation factors to be considered in the Asset 
Condition Assessment process, the rating systems documented in the Literature 
Review were reviewed for sustainment factors.  A review of the rating scales 
used by these processes and also a review of current and past AEDC 
sustainment projects and level-of-effort maintenance activities was conducted 
and resulted in a list of sixteen parameters that could define the condition of a 
test asset.  Further review and discussion of the parameters identified that some 
parameters might be eliminated or grouped together and thereby reduce the 
number of parameters that would require evaluation.  This allowed the number of 
parameters to be reduced to ten, which in-turn would reduce the time required to 
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evaluate the condition of the system.  The condition assessment parameters are 
shown in Table 3.   
Research Question Four 
What rating scale(s) should be used for condition assessment?  The 
Literature Review showed that various rating systems are used to measure the 
condition of a system.  The scale used often depends upon the particular 
organization’s definition of condition.  In some cases the rating scale was based 
on urgency of repairs, in others on particular aspects of condition.  Often a single 
value was used to reflect the overall condition of an asset such as the Facility 
Condition Index and Infrastructure Condition Index, and both numerical and color 
schemes were employed.  The following sections present the analysis to develop 
a rating scale to match the definition of condition outlined in the preceding 
section. 
Current Condition  
The rating system used by the 704 CES for Infrastructure Condition 
Inspection is an eleven-point scale beginning with zero (representing a failed 
condition) and ending at ten (representing "like new" condition).  As noted in the 
Literature Review, this scale is considered a common choice for conversion of 
verbal ratings to a standardized scale.  It was also a desire of AEDC  
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Table 3.  Condition Assessment Parameters. 
Condition Parameter Description 
Age 
Evaluates the relative age of the 
component with relation to its normal 
projected life.  This may also be 
considered remaining useful life. 
Appearance 
Evaluates both internal and external 
visual appearance such as peeling, 
cracking, pitting, corrosion, etc. 
Availability/Redundancy 
Evaluates the percentage of time the 
system is available to support its 
intended mission taking into 
consideration any duplication of 
capability to support the mission. 
Capability/Capacity 
Evaluates the ability of the system to 
meet its design criteria or perform to 
meet mission needs, and output of the 
system with respect to its designed 
output. 
Control Evaluates ability to operate, monitor, 
and provide diagnostics 
Documentation 
Evaluates the adequacy, accuracy, and 
completeness of system 
documentation needed for operation 
and maintenance of the system 
Efficiency  Evaluates the cost to operate and 
maintain the system 
Maintainability/Supportability  
Evaluates the ability of a system to be 
retained in or restored to a specific 
condition when maintenance is 
conducted by personnel of specified 
skill levels and with prescribed 
procedures and resources including the 
availability of spare parts. 
Reliability 
Evaluates the ability of a system to 
perform a required function under 
stated conditions for a specified period 
of time without failure. 
Safety/Environmental  Evaluates risk to personnel, equipment, 
and the environment. 
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management for the overall condition rating for test assets to be comparable to  
the Infrastructure Condition Inspection scoring system for the physical 
infrastructure.  Therefore, an eleven-point scale was chosen to rate the condition 
of test assets.  Like the scale used for assessing the physical infrastructure, 0, 2, 
4, 6, 8, and 10 ratings would have a detailed written description of the condition 
associated with the value, and the 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 ratings would not have 
descriptions.  This would allow the systems engineer to select a rating value if 
the description provided did not accurately portray the condition of their asset.   
Having a separate rating scale for each asset and component of an asset 
as in the Infrastructure Condition Inspection process was considered impractical 
due to the number of different types of assets comprising the test infrastructure.  
Rather, since general condition parameters were developed for each asset, it 
was decided to have an individual rating scale for each condition parameter.  
Having a score for each parameter rather than just the overall condition provides 
the capability to pinpoint problem areas.  However, since the evaluation criteria 
for each condition parameter would be different, a parameter-specific question to 
be answered by the evaluator as well as a parameter-specific set of answers to 
that question would be required for each condition parameter.   
With assistance of the systems engineers, a question or series of 
questions was developed for each condition parameter based upon the definition 
of the condition assessment parameter.  The questions developed to assess the 
current condition of the asset are shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4.  Condition Questions - Current State 
Condition Parameter Question to be Answered 
Age What is the remaining useful life for this asset? 
Appearance 
What is the condition of the hardware? Does it 
have corrosion? Is it in need of painting, sealing, 
parts replacement, etc? 
Availability/Redundancy 
Is there a problem with up-time? Are we incurring 
Lost Test Time or Lost Activity Time or test delays 
because of this system?  Does the system have a 
backup or redundant capability (is it a single point 
failure)? 
Capability/Capacity 
Is the system capable of meeting advertised 
capabilities? Is the existing capability/capacity 
equal to the design? Is additional 
capability/capacity required to meet current 
mission needs? 
Control/Monitoring 
Is there adequate instrumentation for control and 
diagnostics? Are the controls adequate for safe 
operation? 
Documentation 
Does the system have adequate documentation in 
terms of drawings, work instructions, analyses, 
manuals, training materials, etc.? 
Efficiency 
Is the system efficient to operate and/or maintain 
(high utility costs, labor intensive) compared to 
similar systems? 
Maintainability/Supportability 
Are there currently issues with maintaining this 
equipment such as 1) the availability of spare 
parts, 2) special equipment or personnel required, 
3) excessive maintenance required to keep it 
running, 4) long lead time to procure spares, 5) 
personnel access to the system or components to 
conduct maintenance tasks? 
Reliability 
Does the system currently have reliability issues? 
Is the system breaking frequently? 
Safety/Environmental 
What system safety risk level is imposed by the 
asset? 
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Once the questions were developed, the team developed answers to each 
question that related to the eleven-point scale.   Descriptions were only provided 
for the even-numbered answers as in the Infrastructure Condition Inspection 
scales.  The descriptions were developed with consideration for both the 
parameter being evaluated and the relative rating scale.  That is, the answer 
specifically addressed the condition parameter and the wording also matched the 
rating scale as closely as possible.  Therefore, an answer of eight would have a 
different description for the answer to the reliability condition than for the answer 
to the maintainability/supportability condition, but an answer of eight would have 
the same relative “goodness” for both answers.  In addition, consideration was 
given to the relative scale for the Infrastructure Condition Index when determining 
descriptors for each parameter.  That is, the relative goodness of each value was 
comparable between the Infrastructure Condition Inspection scale and the test 
asset condition scales.  Figure 9 provides a graphical depiction of the condition 
parameter scales that were developed. 
Future Condition 
From the Literature Review, it was noted that NASA considered both the 
current and future (five years hence) condition of the asset in their rating of its 
condition.  Although this provides some insight into the future needs of the asset, 
it does not provide delineation between the current state and the future state of 
the asset.  Understanding both the current and projected future state of the 
condition of the asset could provide some tactical as well as strategic  
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Remaining useful 
life is 10 years or 
greater
Like new
System has high 
uptime
System meets 
current and future 
design capability 
and capacity 
requirements
Current technology, 
fully mission 
capable, and are 
adequate for 
operation and 
troubleshooting
9
8
Remaining useful 
life is 8 years
Some minor 
surface corrosion 
or blemishes
System generally 
available w hen 
needed
System meets 
current design 
capability and 
capacity 
requirements
System monitoring 
and control are 
adequate, but some 
improvement 
needed.
7
6
Remaining useful 
life is 6 years
Some moderate 
deterioration; life 
expectancy or 
performance may 
be reduced
System has uptime 
issues, but 
redundant 
capability exists
Some degradation 
of capability or 
capacity has 
occurred, but most 
of mission can be 
met
Sme moderate 
deficiencies in 
monitoring and 
control.  Effective 
and eff icient 
operation is 
hampered.
5
4
Remaining useful 
life is 4 years
Serious 
deterioration; life 
expectancy or 
performance is 
reduced
System has uptime 
issues, but partial 
redundant 
capability exists
Serious 
degradation of 
capability or 
capacity has 
occurred, mission 
compromises 
required
Serious I&C 
deficiencies.  
Monitoring or 
control  is diff icult 
or ineff icient.
3
2
Remaining useful 
life is 2 years
Excessive 
deterioration.  
System integrity in 
question.
System has uptime 
issues.  No 
redundant 
capability.
System has limited  
capability or 
capacity.  Mission 
compromise 
expected.
I&C are signif icantly 
lacking, safe 
operation 
questionable
1
0
No remaining useful 
life or failed
Item not useable 
due to concerns 
w ith integrity
Failed- System 
unavailable.  No 
replacement 
capability.
System cannot 
perform intended 
mission.
Controls are 
inadequate to 
safely or 
effectively operate 
the system  
Figure 9.  Condition Parameter Rating Scale 
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All documentation 
complete, current, 
and available
Efficient Operation 
and maintenance
No maintainability / 
supportability 
issues - Spare 
parts on hand or 
readily available
No Issues - Rarely 
if  ever has a failure
No safety or 
environmental 
concerns.  All risks 
are RPC 3 BEFORE 
countermeasures
9
8
All documentation 
needed for 
operations & 
maintenance 
current & available
Generally eff icient, 
some minor 
improvement 
possible
Minor maintainability 
/ supportability 
issues
Minor issues - low  
probability of failure
All risks are RPC 3 
AFTER 
countermeasures
7
6
Moderate issues 
w ith 
documentation; 
some incomplete 
and/or inaccurate
Moderate 
ineff iciencies, 
improvement 
desired
Moderate 
maintainability / 
supportability 
issues - Spare 
parts are diff icult to 
obtain
Moderate Issues - 
Some failures likely
 An RPC 2 AFTER 
countermeasures 
for only Dow ntime 
or Data 
Compromise 
targets exists.
5
4
Incomplete or 
inadequate 
documentation 
seriously affects 
ability to operate 
and maintain 
system
Serious 
ineff iciencies, 
eff iciency 
improvement highly 
desired 
Serious 
maintainability / 
supportability 
issues
Serious Issues - 
Large number of 
failures expected.
An RPC 2 AFTER 
countermeasures 
for Equipment or 
Environment 
targets exists
3
2
Excessive issues 
w ith docs.  Ability 
to safely or 
effectively operate 
or maintain system 
in question
Excessive 
ineff iciencies exist, 
improvement 
required
Excessive 
maintainability / 
supportability 
issues - Some non-
critical parts not 
available
Excessive Issues - 
Signif icant history 
of failures.  Failure 
extremely likely
An RPC 1 for 
E/Env/DT/DC or an 
RPC 2 for 
Personnel AFTER 
countermeasures 
exists
1
0
Documentation 
prevents safe 
operation or 
maintenance of 
system
System is not cost 
effective to operate 
or maintain
Unable to 
maintain/support - 
Critical parts 
unavailable
Failed-unusable
Risk has been 
determined too high 
for permissible 
continued 
operations
 
 
Figure 9.  Continued. 
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sustainment planning information.  Therefore, it was decided that the condition of 
the asset would include an assessment of the current condition and also a 
separate assessment of a projected future state considering the current condition 
and assuming that the same maintenance strategy is applied.  The future state 
was chosen to be five years because this corresponds to the timeframe of 
sustainment activities to be identified in the O&M Plan.  Therefore, in addition to 
the above questions for the current state, the questions were developed for the 
future (five years hence) state as shown in Table 5.  After review of the future 
questions and the answers that were already developed, it was also decided that 
the same scale could be applied to both the current and future state questions 
rather than have a separate answer scale for each since the only change in the 
questions was whether the condition was a current or projected future state.   
Asset Condition Index 
 Although the answers to the condition parameter questions provided 
specific information on the relative condition of each attribute, it was also desired 
to provide a summary value for the condition of the asset.  In particular, this 
might be useful in providing a means to portray the overall condition of an asset 
as well as provide a simple comparator for the overall condition between different 
assets.  However, it was still expected that the condition of each parameter 
would be more useful in determining the deficiencies and needs.   
It was desired by AEDC management that the overall condition score be 
similar to the ICI in concept.  Therefore, a relative aggregate scores approach  
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Table 5.  Condition Questions - Future State 
Condition Parameter Question to be Answered 
Age 
Considering the current state of the asset and 
maintenance being performed on the asset, what 
will be the remaining useful life in five years? 
Appearance 
Considering current condition, location, and 
maintenance practices, will the system be in need 
of painting, sealing, parts replacement, etc. in five 
years? 
Availability/Redundancy 
In five years, will there be problems with up-time?  
Will the system have a backup or redundant 
capability (is it a single point failure) in five years? 
Capability/Capacity 
In five years, will the system still be capable of 
meeting current advertised capabilities? Will the 
capability/capacity still be equal to current design?  
Will additional capability/capacity be required to 
meet mission needs? 
Control/Monitoring 
Considering the current state of the 
instrumentation, in five years, will the 
instrumentation for control and diagnostics be 
adequate? Will the controls be adequate for safe 
operation? 
Documentation 
Considering current policies and funding for 
creating and sustaining documentation, will the 
system have adequate documentation in terms of 
drawings, work instructions, analyses, manuals, 
training materials, etc. in five years? 
Efficiency 
In five years, will the system be efficient to operate 
and/or maintain (high utility costs, labor intensive) 
compared to similar systems? 
Maintainability/Supportability 
Considering the current state of the system and 
maintenance being performed on the system, will 
there be issues with maintaining this equipment in 
five years such as 1) the availability of spare parts, 
2) special equipment or personnel required, 3) 
excessive maintenance required to keep it 
running, 4) long lead time to procure spares, 5) 
personnel access to the system or components to 
conduct maintenance tasks? 
Reliability 
Considering the current state of the system and 
maintenance being performed on the system, will 
the system have reliability issues in five years? 
Safety/Environmental 
In five years, what system safety risk level will be 
imposed by the asset? 
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was used to weight the individual condition rating parameters in order to obtain 
an overall condition value for an asset.  This overall condition value is named the 
Asset Condition Index (ACI).  To provide an overall condition score for a test 
asset, the scores for the individual assessments of the condition parameters are 
weighted and then added together.  All weights sum to a value of one.  The ACI 
is obtained by multiplying the weighting for each parameter times its condition 
score, and then summing the weighted scores for all parameters to determine the 
ACI. 
Based on a review of reasons that a project might be initiated to correct a 
condition deficiency, an initial formula was developed for the calculation of the 
ACI.  It was decided that a simplified weighting system would be used by 
grouping the parameters into two categories.  Parameters considered having the 
largest effect on overall condition and the most likely to require a major project to 
correct would be placed in one group and given the highest weightings.   Those 
parameters with the smallest effect on overall condition and the most likely not to 
require a major project to correct would be given the lowest weightings.  As a 
further simplification, each parameter within a group was given the same 
weighting factor.  The final weighting factors for the parameters are shown in 
Table 6. 
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Table 6.  Asset Condition Index Parameter Weighting 
 
Condition Parameter Weight 
Age 0.15 
Availability/Redundancy 0.15 
Capability/Capacity 0.15 
Maintainability/Supportability 0.15 
Reliability 0.15 
Safety/Environmental 0.15 
Control/Monitoring 0.025 
Documentation 0.025 
Efficiency 0.025 
Appearance 0.025 
Sum of All Weights 1.0 
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Research Question Five 
What additional information is necessary to understand condition, identify 
deficiencies, and plan infrastructure sustainment activities?  As shown in the 
Literature Review, condition assessment processes include additional  
information to better understand the asset, its condition, and the priority of the 
work needed to be performed to correct the identified deficiencies.  The following 
sections present the results of the analysis of additional information requirements 
with respect to the Asset Condition Assessment process. 
General and Parameter Related Information 
In addition to the condition data provided by the condition rating scales, 
additional information was of interest to further identify the condition or provide 
additional decision-making data.  For example, the AEDC employs a system in 
Matrix where improvement or modernization requirements are identified and 
validated.  This system is called the Investment Needs process.  Each "Need" is 
given a specific identification called an Anzy number.  If a requirement to correct 
a condition deficiency was already in the Investment Needs database, it would be 
valuable information to know that the requirement for correction of the deficiency 
had already been identified and validated.   
The type of asset would be of interest for various purposes including 
determination of responsible organization, deficiency correction funding, and 
sorting of assets.  Although not intended to be assessed using this process at the 
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current time, Buildings/Roads/Grounds was included in the asset type for future 
consideration.   
Table 7 presents the additional data included in the Asset Condition 
Assessment along with the parameter they are associated with for data 
collection. 
Mission Rating 
Knowing the condition of an asset only tells management whether or not 
there is a deficiency with the condition of an asset.  In order to make decisions 
and prioritize deficiency corrections, management needs to understand the 
potential impact the degraded condition may have upon the organization's  
mission.  The potential impact determines the criticality of correcting the condition 
deficiencies, and therefore assists in prioritizing project funding as shown in 
Figure 10.  
In the NASA FCA process, a criticality scale based on both mission and 
non-mission impact was used to prioritize repairs.  For test assets, the main 
focus is impact on the test mission and impact on safety and the environment.  
Safety and the environment are already included as a major consideration in 
assessing the condition of the test asset, and inclusion in a criticality scale would 
be redundant.  Therefore, a criticality scale for test assets would be focused on 
test mission impact.  There are two items that affect the criticality of the asset to 
the test mission.  The first is the test workload that requires that asset.  If there is 
a high test workload that requires the asset, then a low ACI would indicate a  
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Table 7.  Additional Condition Assessment Information 
Information Parameter Relation 
Asset Type (Mechanical/Electrical, 
IT/Instrumentation/Controls, Utilities, 
Buildings/Roads/Grounds) 
General Information 
General Comments/Assumptions General Information 
Anzy Number All Parameters 
Age of System (Years) Age  
Estimate of Remaining Life (Years) Age  
Estimated Replacement Value Age  
Time System is Available for Testing 
(%) 
Availability/Redundancy  
Mean Time to Repair (Hours) Maintainability/Supportability  
Whether the System has a Scheduled 
Maintenance Plan or Not (Yes, No, N/A) 
Maintainability/Supportability  
Mean Time Between Failures (Hours) Reliability 
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Figure 10.  Project Prioritization Based on Mission Impact and Condition 
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potentially high impact on the mission due to the poor condition of the asset.  If 
the workload contained high-priority DoD test programs, then this would be an 
added factor of impact to the mission.  On the other hand, if there was not a test 
workload that required the asset, then the mission impact could be negligible 
even if the asset is in poor condition.  
 The second aspect in determining the mission impact is the criticality of 
the asset with respect to the test mission in general.  There are two parameters 
that measure this criticality.  The first is whether the asset supports a single test 
unit or more than one test unit.  This is important because the asset would be  
considered more critical if its failure affected several test units rather than just 
one or none.  The second parameter deals with redundancy.  That is, whether or 
not the asset is a single point failure or not.  An asset would be considered more 
critical to the mission if it is a single point failure versus if there is a redundant 
capability that can be used in the event of failure.   
The measurement of criticality of the asset to the test mission was named 
the Mission Rating.  To determine the Mission Rating, four answer scales were 
developed based on the above criteria.  The answers relate to the forecasted 
workload of the facility and criticality of the asset in meeting the forecasted test 
programs.  The answers to each section provide a numerical score which are 
summed to determine the Mission Rating of the asset.  The maximum value for 
Mission Rating is ten and the minimum value is zero, the same as the ACI.  
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Figure 11 provides the scales for evaluating the test workload and criticality of 
the asset in determining the Mission Rating. 
Research Question Six 
How should data input be accomplished and the data stored?   
An electronic database is typically used for storing the collected data due to the 
need for common access to the data, ability to sort and analyze the data, and 
develop reports.  However, the Literature Review showed that the method of data 
collection was either by paper forms or via data entry into a computer program.  
Additionally the format of data input was dependent upon the data required to be 
entered into the paper or computer form.   The following sections present the 
analysis of the selection of the process delivery method and the selection of the 
input format for data collection.    
Process Delivery Method Selection 
The method of data collection was limited to existing processes available 
at the AEDC due to funding restrictions, computer security and compatibility 
considerations, and a desire for commonality with existing processes.  Therefore, 
there were five options to choose from to collect condition and mission rating 
data:  via paper forms, via Microsoft Excel® worksheet, via Microsoft Access® 
forms, via the existing AEDC Computerized Maintenance Management System 
(CMMS), or via the AEDC Integrated Test Information System (ITIS). 
 Paper forms were discounted as an option due to the continuing 
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 Test Workload 
Test Workload Level* 
3 - RBA test workload requiring system use  
2 - No RBA test workload, but some DBA test workload requiring system use. 
1 - No RBA or DBA test workload, but system required for other reasons. 
0 - System is not required. 
 
Test Workload Priority 
1 - High priority DoD RBA test program requiring system use  
0 - No high priority DoD RBA test program requiring system use  
 
Criticality 
Test Need for Asset 
3 - System supports more than one test unit 
2 - System supports one test unit 
1 - System does not support a test unit 
 
Redundancy 
3 - Redundant capability does not exist to replace if failed 
2 - Partial capability exists to support projected workload if failed 
1 - Redundant capability exists to support projected workload if failed 
 
*  RBA refers to Reimbursable Budget Authority and DBA refers to Direct Budget 
Authority.  RBA test workload is workload that is funded by AEDC test customers.  
DBA refers to internal AEDC workload that is funded by base operating funds.  An 
example of DBA workload is testing to support in-house technology development. 
 
  
Figure 11.  Mission Rating Answer Scale 
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movement of the AEDC toward a paperless organization and the due to the extra 
labor required to copy the data into a computer database after collection of 
information on the forms.   
Although a suitable input process could be developed using Microsoft® 
products, this option was eliminated due to the availability at the AEDC of other  
software platforms that are in use for similar and associated processes as will be 
discussed in following paragraphs.   
The AEDC uses the Oracle SPL WorldGroup Synergen® platform for its 
CMMS.   As employed at the AEDC, this system is called AEDC Asset & Work  
Management System, but is more commonly known simply as “Synergen”.  
Hereafter in this paper, the AEDC Asset & Work Management System will be 
referred to as Synergen.  Although this platform would appear to be a logical 
choice for implementation of the condition assessment process because of the 
existing maintenance data on the test assets that reside within the database, the 
relative limited capabilities and inflexibility of the program combined with the 
difficulty and associated cost of developing a new process within the existing 
system precluded its use. 
The Integrated Test Information System (ITIS) was developed at the 
AEDC to provide a more efficient, less costly means of communicating testing 
information both internally and externally.  The ITIS consists of business objects 
that reflect documentation and processes used at the AEDC including the 
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configuration status accounting system.  The ITIS is built around an object-
oriented, lifecycle management software platform called Matrix10® developed by 
Enovia MatrixOne, a division of Dassault Systémes.  The ITIS is more commonly 
referred to at the AEDC as simply "Matrix"; and hereafter in this paper, the term 
Matrix will be used instead of Matrix10 or ITIS.  
The Matrix platform was chosen to be the application used for 
development and implementation of the Asset Condition Assessment process.  
Seven primary considerations in the selection of the Matrix system were: 1) the 
relative ease of programming, 2) the flexibility of input and output formats, 3) the 
ability to provide an approval process within the platform, 4) the ability to provide 
email notifications of required actions via the platform, 5) the familiarity of the 
author with developing processes for use in Matrix, 6) the commonality with other 
processes that may feed or draw from this process, and 7) the familiarity of 
intended users of the Asset Condition Assessment process with the look and feel 
of AEDC processes using the Matrix platform.  Several of these positive aspects 
of the Matrix process will be discussed in the following section. 
The Matrix software is compatible with the Oracle® database used by 
Synergen system and data are commonly pulled from the Synergen database for 
use in the Matrix system.  Therefore the asset hierarchy and other information in 
the Synergen system were available for use in the Matrix system.  In fact as part 
of the Configuration Status Accounting process in Matrix, the AEDC asset 
hierarchy that resides in Synergen is replicated in the Matrix system.  All data 
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pulled from Synergen is updated on a regular basis in Matrix so that changes in 
the Synergen database are reflected in Matrix. 
The Matrix is an object-oriented computer program that is used to define 
specific business objects.  Each business object is designed to follow a specific 
schema that includes its attributes and governing policies.  The attributes are the 
specific characteristics of the object.  The policies govern access, approvals, 
format, life cycles, editing, messages, etc., and many of these provide levels of 
configuration control.  The individual business objects are connected or linked via 
defined directional relationships.  These relationships can be either equitable or 
hierarchical.  The system provides flexibility in providing data input forms as well 
as output reports.  An additional desirable feature is historical logging of all 
actions taken by Users.  Thus, there are visible records of any changes to any 
object in Matrix. 
Data Input Format Development 
 
There are two basic input formats available in Matrix.  The simplest format 
is text or numerical input into an input field created on the input form.  This 
provides the ability for the user to free flow text (up to the character limit 
specified) or to input a number.  The other input form is via the use of pull-down 
menus.  The pull-down menus allow users to select answers from a list.  Figure 
12 shows an example of a pull-down menu in Matrix, and Figure 13 provides an 
example of a standard input object screen.  
Because there were ten condition parameters to be evaluated along with  
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Pull-down Menu
Text Field
 
Figure 12.  Matrix Pull-down Menus and Text Fields 
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Input Form 
Location
Hyperlinked Object Hierarchy 
(Internal to Parent Object)
Common Internal Processes.  
Hyperlinks to Review/Approval 
Screen, History Screen, List of 
Attachments, etc.
Available Output (Reports)
 
Figure 13.  Standard Matrix Object Format 
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the mission rating, there was more information than could be displayed on a 
single computer screen.  However, each condition parameter evaluation could be  
displayed on a single screen.  Therefore, it was decided to make each of the ten 
condition parameter assessments separate child objects to the parent asset 
condition object.  This also provided a sense of structure to the evaluation.  The 
mission rating assessment was included on the parent object page.   
As stated above, each of the ten condition assessment parameters would 
be on their own screen.  Therefore, the screen would consist of the current state 
question(s) and associated answer scale in a pull-down menu and the future 
state question(s) and associated answer scale.  This data would form the basis 
of the condition assessment, however, it was realized that the answer scales 
were too generic in most cases to provide detailed information on why a 
particular score was selected.  Therefore, a text box for comments was placed 
below each answer scale to allow elaboration on the specific reasons the score 
was selected including identifying the deficiency, corrective actions already 
taken, corrective actions needed, estimated cost, and timeframe required.  This 
supplemental information to the numeric scores was considered extremely 
important for validating the scores, evaluating the problem, and determining 
potential courses of correction. 
Figures 14 through 25 present the data input screens developed for the 
Asset Condition Assessment process. 
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Figure 14.  Primary Asset Condition Assessment Object Screen   
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Figure 14.  Continued
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Figure 15.  Asset Condition Assessment Input Screen 
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Figure 16.  Age Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 17.  Appearance Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 18.  Capability/Capacity Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 19.  Controls and Monitoring Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 20.  Documentation Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 21.  Availability/Redundancy Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 22.  Efficiency Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 23.  Maintainability/Supportability Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 24.  Reliability Condition Assessment Object 
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Figure 25.  Safety and Environmental Condition Assessment Object 
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Research Question Seven 
How should data output be presented?  The input formats were tailored to 
the needs of the systems engineers who would be inputting the data.  The output 
reports would require tailoring to satisfy the needs of those who would use the 
data for decision making.  Without the development of a report or other data 
output format, data review would require looking at the data on each of the 
eleven input screens.  The following sections present the analysis conducted to 
develop several data output reports. 
Asset Condition Report 
Several designs were proposed for a primary data report for the condition 
of each asset, and the final format resulted from a review and selection by the 
systems engineers and systems architects.  The purpose of the report was to 
summarize on one page the critical information about the condition of the asset.  
This would aid in data review and validation as well as provide a user-friendly 
medium for management to review the data.   
The report, called the Asset Condition Report, provides a color-coded 
score of the Mission Rating and the Current and Future Conditions (the individual 
parameter scores, average condition, and Asset Condition Index).  The scores 
were color-coded to the green/yellow/red stoplight format due to the ability of this 
format to quickly allow the reader to recognize condition problems and also due 
to the familiarity of AEDC management with this format.  Comments regarding 
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the condition of the asset from each of the ten condition parameter assessment 
objects are summarized in text boxes, and along with the color scores, provide 
pinpoint recognition of where condition related problems are within an asset.  
Hyperlinks to the individual condition parameter assessment objects are provided 
on the report.   The description of the asset presented in the report is from data 
pulled from the parent asset object in Matrix, thereby eliminating the need for the 
systems engineer to type in a description into an input form.  Additional 
information provided on the report includes:  associated parent or child assets, 
approval date of the assessment, evaluator, estimated replacement value, age of 
the asset, and assumptions.  Figure 26 presents a representation of the Asset 
Condition Report. 
Access to the Asset Condition Report is via a link provided on the left side 
of the main Asset Condition Assessment object screen as shown in Figure 14, 
page 81.  The report is not a static object.  Rather, a new report is generated 
each time the link is selected, thereby providing the latest information to the 
reader. 
SLEP Report   
Another report, called the SLEP Report, was specifically designed to 
assist SLEP project management teams in their data gathering.  The SLEP 
project management team was only interested in certain data in the Asset 
Condition Assessments; and, therefore, the report was tailored to their use.   
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Figure 26.  Example Asset Condition Report 
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Primary SLEP data are Mission Rating (current state), remaining useful life, ACI, 
and condition parameter score comments.  Secondary data are the individual 
condition parameter scores (current state) and Anzy numbers.  The SLEP Report 
allows the compilation and export of condition data from multiple assets to a 
Microsoft Excel® worksheet.  Without this report, the SLEP team would have 
been required to extract the data from each individual Asset Condition 
Assessment and compile their own worksheet.  Figure 28 presents an example 
of a SLEP Report. 
Capability and Configuration Reports 
 While the systems engineers manage at the asset level, managing at a 
higher level is also necessary.   The Capabilities Analysis and Risk Assessment 
(CARA) process is used at the AEDC to allocate funding.  This process uses the 
concept of "Capabilities" as a basis for prioritizing the Center's needs.  A 
Capability is the collection of all assets necessary to provide a specific capability, 
and the AEDC assigns management personnel as "Capability Advocates" for the 
needs of the Capability.  For example, the Solid Rocket Motor Ground T&E 
Capability consists of all the assets necessary to support the testing of solid 
rocket motors in the J6 test cell.  This Capability not only includes the assets 
specific to the J6 test cell, but also systems in the process air plant that provide 
exhauster capability to J6 and a number of turbine engine test cells.  It was 
specifically requested by AEDC management that the condition information on a 
Capability be made available to the Capability Advocates.     
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Figure 27.  Example of Raw SLEP Report Output 
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 The AEDC asset hierarchy does not currently support the concept of a 
Capability.  The Process level in the AEDC asset hierarchy is similar to a 
Capability, but does not truly represent a Capability.  Some assets, such as 
process air supply systems and utilities, may support multiple Capabilities; 
however, in the AEDC hierarchy scheme an asset can only be assigned to one 
Process.  Therefore, there was not a process in place to establish which assets 
belonged to a particular Capability nor was there a process to determine the 
condition of the Capability.  Since a Capability is a collection of assets and the 
condition of the assets could be determined via the Asset Condition Assessment 
process, a method of collecting the assessed assets into a capability would 
provide this needed information.  
Asset objects for all AEDC assets exist in Matrix so all that was needed 
was an object that allowed the collection of the assets.  Since the Asset 
Condition Assessments were linked to the assets, collecting the asset objects 
also collected the associated Asset Condition Assessments.  The basic concept 
for linking asset objects to a higher level object already existed as the Process 
object.  Therefore the Process object became the basic framework for the 
development of a Capability object in Matrix that could be used to collect the 
assets and associated Asset Condition Assessments for a Capability and provide 
information on the condition of a Capability to a Capability Advocate.   
A system user could build a Capability in Matrix by creating and defining 
the Capability object, and then linking all the associated assets to the Capability 
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object.  The process to link objects in Matrix is a standard process and is 
understood by Matrix users, therefore, there was almost no design required of 
this feature other than to define the schema for the Capability object.  The key 
design required was for data output.  The concept was to develop a Capability 
report that would display the condition of the connected assets.  In the end, two 
separate reports were developed, one for the current state data and one for the 
future state data.  Figure 28 presents the Capability object, and Figure 29 
presents an example of a condition report for the Capability object. 
As mentioned above, a Capability may consist of more than one test unit.  
Therefore, it was decided that a lower level object might be necessary to 
understand the condition of the assets associated with a particular test unit within 
a Capability.  This lower level object could also be used to represent a particular 
test configuration within a capability, either as a generic configuration or a 
configuration for a particular test.  This would allow better understanding of the 
condition of a specific test unit or configuration of the test unit.  This new object is 
called a "Configuration" and includes the same type of reports as the Capability.  
Development of the Configuration was simple as it was nearly a mirror image of 
the Capability object, with only a few changes to the schema required.  Figure 30 
presents an example of a Configuration object.  Both the Capability and 
Configuration were designed to provide the ability to understand the condition of 
several related assets; and, therefore, the Configuration also provides reports for 
the current and future condition of the associated assets.  
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Figure 28.  Capability Object Screen 
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Figure 29.  Example Capability Report 
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Figure 30.  Configuration Object Screen 
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The Capability and Configuration were the final reports developed under 
this study.  However, it is anticipated that other reports tailored to organizational 
needs will be required.  
Asset Condition Assessment Process Schema 
In addition to the input and output formats, required information to be 
provided to the programmers included the schema for the process.  This included 
information such as who could create an Asset Condition Assessment, 
Capability, or Configuration Object; where it could be created from; the 
hierarchical and equitable relationships with these objects and other objects in 
Matrix; editing process and restrictions; etc.  A few of the details of important 
schema for the Asset Condition Assessment process are outlined below. 
Creation of an Asset Condition Assessment Object 
Configuration management processes existed in Matrix at the time of the 
development of the Asset Condition Assessment process.  Included in these 
processes were Matrix objects for Area, Process, and the lower level assets.  
The Asset objects provide direct linkage to other Matrix objects as well as 
documents related to the assets such as hazard analyses, drawings, technical 
manuals, work instructions, etc.  Since the Asset objects already existed in 
Matrix, is was logical to link the condition assessments directly to these Asset 
objects (the Asset Condition Assessment would be a child object of the Asset 
object).  A simple approach to creating this linkage was to require the creation of 
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an Asset Condition Assessment directly from the Asset object itself.  Besides 
providing the hierarchical linkage to the asset, requiring creation of the Asset 
Condition Assessment object directly from the Asset object also allowed data 
from the asset such as hierarchical information and the description of the asset to 
be used by the Asset Condition Assessment process.  Additionally it provided a 
means to restrict the number of Asset Condition Assessments associated with an 
asset to only one (if an Asset Condition Assessment exists for the asset, then a 
new one cannot be created except as a revision to the existing approved 
assessment).  When an Asset Condition Assessment object is created from the 
Asset object by the systems engineer, the ten parameter child assets are 
automatically created and linked to the Asset Condition Assessment.  This 
hierarchy is shown in Figure 31. 
Lifecycle 
 The term lifecycle refers to the different states that the Asset Condition 
Assessment object attains during its life.  Only one state is allowed at any given 
point in time.  Associated with each lifecycle state are rules and restrictions 
regarding who and what can be done when the assessment is in a particular 
state. 
  The first lifecycle state is the create state which starts when the object is 
created and ends when it is promoted to the next state.  The create state is 
where the systems engineer performs the actual evaluation of the condition of    
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Figure 31.  Asset Condition Assessment Matrix Hierarchy 
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the asset using the Asset Condition Assessment forms provided by the Matrix 
process.  
 Once the system engineer completes the evaluation of the condition of the 
asset, it was important to have a method to validate the data that they entered.  
The AEDC employs system architects as lead systems engineers.  Typically, a 
system architect has overall systems engineering responsibility for a large 
number of assets such as a process air plant, specific collection of test cells, 
utility distribution systems, etc.  Although they do not have responsibility for the  
day-to-day management of the asset like the systems engineer, they are involved 
in high-level reviews such as configuration control boards, safety review boards, 
and design reviews.  As such, they were a logical choice as a technical reviewer 
of the Asset Condition Assessment.  Therefore, the next state after the create 
state is the review state, and the review state is where the data are validated by  
the systems architect.  At the conclusion of their review, the systems architect 
can demote the assessment back to the systems engineer if changes are 
required, or can promote the assessment to the next review level. 
 Another level of validation is provided by the next state after the review 
state.  The Air Force review state allows the Air Force asset manager, the Air 
Force person responsible for the operations and maintenance of the asset, to 
review and validate the condition data as a second level review of the 
assessment.  In addition to providing another level of data validation, this state 
also provides insight to the Air Force asset manager of the condition of assets 
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under their responsibility that they might not otherwise have.  Similar to the 
review state, the Air Force asset manager can demote the assessment back to 
the contractor systems architect, or can promote it to the approved state. 
  Once the Asset Condition Assessment reaches the approved state, no 
changes can be made to the assessment except by creating a revision.  A 
revision does not change the original approved assessment.  A revision is a new 
assessment that follows the same lifecycle as the previous version.  Once a 
revision reaches the approved state, the previous version is automatically turned 
to the inactive state.  This process provides a historical record of the condition of 
the asset.  An approved assessment can also be manually moved to the inactive 
state by the Air Force asset manager.  This feature was provided in the case that 
an assessment is no longer desired such as when the asset has been 
abandoned. 
 Besides moving to an inactive state, an approved Asset Condition 
Assessment will move to the overdue state when it has not been revised in a 
specified amount of time.  An annual update is required in order to maintain an 
accurate assessment in the database; therefore, an approved Asset Condition 
Assessment will automatically move to the overdue state if one year passes 
since the last approval date without a revision being approved.  Figure 32 
presents the lifecycle for the Asset Condition Assessment object. 
  Email notifications are used by Matrix to notify those involved in the 
lifecycle process that an object is ready for their review.  For example, when the 
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Figure 32.  Asset Condition Assessment Matrix Object Lifecycle 
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 systems engineer promotes the Asset Condition Assessment to the system 
architect, Matrix sends an email to the system architect notifying them that an 
Asset Condition Assessment is ready for their review.  Included in the email is a 
hyperlink to the Matrix object.  Email notifications are also sent by Matrix 
whenever an object changes state and when an annual revision is coming due.  
Revisions 
In order to maintain a condition database that is current, it was decided 
that the condition required re-assessment annually as indicated in the Literature  
Review.  As noted above, an Asset Condition Assessment will automatically be 
moved to the inactive state when it is more than one-year since the approval 
date.  To prevent this from occurring, a systems engineer will receive an email 
notification that a revision is due.  The notification will be sent at a point in time 
that is ten months after the last approval date.  As a starting point for the revision, 
when the systems engineer creates a revision, Matrix creates a new Asset 
Condition Assessment object that is an exact copy of the last approved 
assessment.  The systems engineer only needs to update any information that 
has changed, and this should save considerable updating time and reduce data 
sustainment costs. 
Testing and Validation Results 
Validation of the Asset Condition Assessment process would not only 
require the use of the tool to perform condition assessments of test assets, but 
also to use the resulting data to identify critical assets and to identify deficiencies.  
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During prototype testing, the SLEP project team's use of the process to evaluate 
the condition of over three-hundred test assets validated the process not only by 
testing the mechanics of the process, but also by providing a validation of the 
data achieved through the process.  The overall success of the process 
validation is evidenced by three important events:  1) the generation of a 
technical report based on the analysis of condition assessment data collected 
using the Asset Condition Assessment process (Nolen et al., 2009), 2) the 
decision by the SLEP project management team to use the Asset Condition 
Assessment process for the collection of all future data for SLEP efforts, 3) the 
decision by the test IT systems architect to use the Asset Condition Assessment 
process instead of the 704 CS process.  By the conclusion of the Asset Condition 
Assessment process evaluation, five major test cells comprising over three 
hundred test assets had been assessed by more than thirty-five systems 
engineers.  Feedback from the systems engineers and system architects was 
excellent and lead to a number of major and minor changes to the input forms 
and training.  Throughout the evaluation process, the response to the Asset 
Condition Assessment process was overwhelmingly positive from both the 
personnel inputting the data into Matrix as well as those analyzing the resulting 
data.   
 The Asset Condition Assessment process was considered by users to be 
relatively simple to accomplish.  The fact that the evaluators and reviewers 
already had familiarity with other Matrix processes certainly helped in their ability 
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to quickly use the product.  The hands-on training provided on the process also 
assisted in getting Users comfortable with the process.  Having the systems 
engineers begin an assessment within an instructor present to answer questions 
was considered a necessary part of the process, and is being continued by the 
SLEP project teams to train systems engineers and system architects performing 
additional assessments.   
 The following sections provide results on meeting each of the six 
objectives of the process as defined by AEDC management. 
Objectives 1) and 2) - Provide Data on Overall Test Asset Condition and 
Identify Test Asset Condition Deficiencies 
 The Asset Condition Index provides a value for the overall condition of the 
asset, but was considered of less importance than the individual condition 
parameter scores in identifying deficiencies.  The overall usefulness of this 
parameter is yet to be determined.  Therefore, all reports generated by the 
process include both the ACI and individual parameter scores.   
By breaking the condition of an asset into different parameters and 
providing individual scores for each parameter and comments about the 
condition, those reviewing and analyzing the data were able to obtain a clear 
understanding of the condition of the asset, factors affecting its condition, 
condition deficiencies, criticality of the asset, timeframe for condition correction, 
and potential corrections.   
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After changes were made during prototype testing, the rating scales for 
the individual condition parameters were used without difficulty.  The scores 
without descriptors (odd numbers) were used frequently indicating their merit in 
providing an option to the evaluators to select a condition that may not be 
perfectly explained by the even numbered answers with descriptions. 
Objective 3) - Provide Data That May Be Useful For Selection and 
Prioritization of Projects to Correct Identified Deficiencies 
The Asset Condition Report and SLEP Report were considered to be 
powerful tools for analyzing the condition of an asset or a collection of assets of 
interest.  The color-coding of the scores on the Asset Condition Report quickly 
identified the problem areas to the reader, and the comments typically provided 
the information necessary to understand the specific problem.  The Asset 
Condition Report was considered such a good summary of the condition of the 
asset that the reports for each asset evaluated during the J6 test cell SLEP 
assessment were included in the final J6 SLEP technical report (Nolen, et al. 
2009).  Data from the SLEP Report were also included in the technical report, 
albeit re-formatted for presentation.  The two condition reports provided the 
necessary data to identify required sustainment projects and to forecast the 
projects on a time scale.  The J6 SLEP technical report identifies over thirteen 
million dollars worth of projects over a twelve-year period, and the majority of the 
projects were identified from information collected from the Asset Condition 
Assessments. 
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The Capability and Configuration objects and their condition reports are 
expected to become important management tools.  However, the utility of these 
processes has yet to be fully evaluated since only a few capabilities contain 
assets that have been assessed by the process. 
Objective 4) - Provide Data That Will Allow Measurement of Progress in 
Improving the Condition of Test Infrastructure 
The data generated from the Asset Condition Assessment provides a 
measurement of both the current condition and predicted future condition of any 
test asset.  The side-by-side presentation of this data on the Asset Condition 
Report provided valuable information on the potential decay of condition if 
deficiencies were not corrected.  Another potential use of this information is for 
tracking the current and future conditions over time.  Metrics can be developed to 
track this information, and can be used to gauge the success of improvement 
projects.  Examples are presented in Figure 33.  The development of specific 
metrics was beyond the scope of this study, and is left as future work. 
Objective 5) - Provide a Historical Database of Test Asset Condition 
The structure of the Matrix software allows strict configuration control of 
processes and data, and these were utilized via schema in the Asset Condition 
Assessment process to prevent corruption of data.  A related feature in Matrix is 
the historical record keeping of all changes to data field entries.  Therefore, all  
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Figure 33.  Example Tracking Metrics 
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changes to data were recorded including the person who made the change and 
when the change was made. 
The Asset Condition Assessment process was designed so that an annual 
update is required to maintain data currency.  The updates are accomplished by 
the systems engineers through a revision process that maintains all previous 
Asset Condition Assessment data from the previous revision.  Therefore, a 
historical record of the condition of the asset is maintained by the process. 
Objective 6) - Require Minimal Labor to Create and Sustain 
 The question and response format for condition assessment along with 
the use of the pull-down menus allowed quick entry of data.  Systems engineers 
reported that a typical condition assessment on an asset required around thirty to 
forty minutes for completion if they had all the data on hand.  The time required 
to gather the information required to complete an assessment depended on the 
systems engineer's knowledge of the asset.  In some cases, the systems 
engineer had years of experience with the system and intimate familiarity with its 
condition.  In those cases, the total time to perform the assessment was 
approximately thirty to forty-minutes.  In other cases, the systems engineer had 
been newly assigned to the system and required several hours of preparation 
time before they could begin the assessment.  In these cases, an inspection of 
the system and a records review were required.  An unexpected benefit of the 
process then was that the systems engineers became more familiar with the 
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assets and their asset's condition.  Often issues, such as a lack of spare parts, 
were identified that were not previously known. 
 One of the issues that are typically a deterrent to the continuation of a 
process is the lifecycle cost.  Although the Asset Condition Assessment process 
was designed to have an annual update required for each condition assessment, 
the sustainment cost is minimized by the revision schema.  During the annual 
Asset Condition Assessment revision process, a complete copy of the previous 
record is created as the starting point for the revision.  Therefore, the systems 
engineer is only required to update those fields that have changed over the year, 
and this minimizes the sustainment cost of the process. 
Summary 
In order to develop a process to identify condition deficiencies and 
sustainment requirements to assist in the development of strategic management 
plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be unique in design, 
operation, and/or maintenance it was necessary to answer specific research 
questions.   These questions were answered by this study and an Asset 
Condition Assessment process was designed, constructed, tested, and validated. 
Chapter V will present final conclusions, implications of the process for 
application, and recommendations for future research. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Summary 
 Under this study, a process was developed to identify condition 
deficiencies and sustainment requirements to assist in the development of 
strategic management plans for aerospace ground test systems that may be 
unique in design, operation, and/or maintenance.  In particular, this process 
supports the Arnold Engineering Development Center’s strategic objective of 
"Sustain the AEDC Infrastructure" by providing data on the condition of its 
aerospace ground test facility systems.   The following paragraphs summarize 
the design of the Asset Condition Assessment process. 
The Asset Condition Assessment process was designed around the 
concept of evaluating the condition of a system against parameters that 
encompass all of the aspects of a system that would be considered in 
determining its overall condition.  Subject matter experts, typically the systems 
engineers for the asset, use the Asset Condition Assessment process to evaluate 
the condition of a test asset by inputting data into a system developed within a 
lifecycle management software platform.   
The ten parameters that are evaluated by the systems engineers to 
assess the condition of a test asset are: 1) Age, 2) Appearance, 3) Availability 
and Redundancy, 4) Control and Monitoring, 5) Capability and Capacity, 6) 
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Documentation, 7) Efficiency, 8) Maintainability and Supportability, 9) Reliability, 
and 10) Safety and Environmental.   
A scale of zero (failed) to ten (new condition) is used to score each 
specific parameter.  Each parameter is scored based on its current state and is 
also scored separately based on its projected future state in five years (assuming 
normal maintenance funding and pace).  This provides both a tactical and a 
strategic look at the condition of the asset in terms of sustainment of capability to 
support the mission. 
To provide an overall condition score for the asset, a relative aggregate 
scores approach is used.  The scores for the individual assessments of the 
parameters are weighted and then added together.  Parameters considered to 
have the largest effect on overall condition are given the highest weighting with 
all weights summing to one.  The overall score, the Asset Condition Index, is 
obtained by multiplying the weighting for each parameter times its condition 
score, and then summing the weighted scores for all parameters. 
To provide a measure of the asset criticality and thereby assist 
management with project prioritization, the systems engineers answer a series of 
questions related to the forecasted workload of the facility and criticality of the 
asset in meeting the forecasted test programs.  The answers to each section 
provide a numerical score which are summed to determine the criticality (Mission 
Rating) of the asset.  The maximum value for Mission Rating is ten and the 
minimum value is zero.   
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Four different types of condition data output reports are available to 
management teams.  The Asset Condition Report provides a one-page summary 
of the scores and comments noted by the systems engineer during evaluation of 
each test asset.  The Current and Future Reports provide management with the 
ability to review condition data on particular collections of assets.  The SLEP 
Report was specifically designed to meet the needs of the AEDC Service Life 
Extension Program and provides output to an Excel® workbook.   
The Asset Condition Assessment process was tested and internally 
validated by evaluating the condition of over three-hundred test assets.  The 
testing and validation showed that the Asset Condition Assessment process:  1) 
provides data on overall test asset condition, 2) in conjunction with other 
available data, provides data to identify test asset condition deficiencies, 3) 
provides data that may be useful for selection and prioritization of projects to 
correct identified deficiencies, 4) provides data that will allow measurement of 
progress in improving the condition of test infrastructure, 5) provides a historical 
database of test asset condition, and 6) requires minimal labor to create and 
sustain. 
Implications for Application 
The Asset Condition Assessment process developed under this study was 
designed to satisfy a need to assess the condition of aerospace ground test 
assets at the Arnold Engineering Development Center.  However, there are other 
government and commercial entities with similar unique systems that may find 
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application for this process.  The AEDC is part of the Major Range and Test 
Facility Base (MRTFB), a set of government test installations, facilities, and 
ranges which are regarded as "national assets".  Declining budgets and the 
requirement to sustain aging infrastructure plague the other MRTFB locations as 
well as the AEDC; and, therefore, those organizations might benefit from a 
similar process.  Also, since the condition parameters and rating scales could be 
applied to many common mechanical, electrical, and IT systems; organizations in 
the manufacturing, health care, and education fields might also find application 
for the process.  Although the Asset Condition Assessment process was 
implemented using a specific software platform, the underlying concepts of the 
process could be programmed in many other platforms.   
 Suggestions for Future Work 
Asset Condition Index 
The usefulness of the Asset Condition Index as well as the formula for 
calculation needs to be evaluated further.  Although there is a desire by 
management to have a single number represent the overall condition of the asset 
and to identify problem areas, the typical questions asked by management are:  
"What is wrong?" and "How can we correct it?".  The individual condition 
parameter scores and comments provide this information not the ACI.  The ACI 
can only be used to bring management's attention to a problem with an asset.  
This can also be accomplished and is more clearly represented by the individual 
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condition parameter scores and comments.  Additionally, the ACI as currently 
calculated may not indicate that there is a problem within a particular condition 
parameter because one low score may be masked by other high scores.  A 
limited statistical analysis indicated about an eight-percent average error when 
comparing the calculated ACI to a subjective overall assessment of the asset 
condition by the systems engineer.  Therefore, the calculation of the ACI and its 
use should be further evaluated including possible consideration of allowing the 
systems engineer to provide a subjective score for the ACI rather than 
performing a calculation.  Regardless of the outcome of this additional analysis, 
any changes to the calculation of ACI would be a simple software change, and 
would result in an automatic update of the ACI score for all Asset Condition 
Assessments. 
Capability and Configuration Objects 
Although it is perceived by both the author and management that the 
Capability and Configuration objects and their associated condition reports will be 
a useful tool, this has not been fully evaluated because only a limited number of 
test assets have been evaluated to date.  Therefore, the Capability and 
Configuration objects and reports should be evaluated by the Capability 
Advocates during the annual budgeting cycle to determine if the reports meet 
management's needs.  Additionally, a report that provides an asset hierarchy for 
the Capability or Configuration should be considered as a future development. 
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Metrics 
One of the objectives of developing an asset condition database was to 
provide data that will allow measurement of progress in improving the condition 
of the AEDC test infrastructure.  Metrics related to the data obtained by the Asset 
Condition Assessment process should be developed to assist management in 
tracking progress of improving the condition of the test assets.  
Physical Infrastructure 
Although provisions were put in place to allow assessment of physical 
infrastructure using the process, the application of the process to these type of 
assets was not developed nor tested.  A study to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the Asset Condition Assessment process for assessing the condition of physical 
infrastructure should be accomplished, or, at the very least, the potential for 
integrating physical infrastructure audit data into the process should be 
investigated. 
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